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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
E-SToPP is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization dedicated to eradicating the school-to-prison
pipeline throughout southeastern Florida’s most economically disadvantaged communities by
building a grass-roots network of transformative schools and educational opportunities for
underserved and unserved youth.
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E-SToPP’S MISSION AND VISION
E-SToPP is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization dedicated to eradicating the school-to-prison
pipeline throughout southeastern Florida’s most economically disadvantaged communities by
building a grass-roots network of transformative schools and educational opportunities for
underserved and unserved youth. E-SToPP’s “safe haven” model (see Figure 1) provides youth,
who are involved in or at risk of being involved in suspension, expulsion, serious school failure,
dropping out, and/or incarceration, with hope for a new life through holistic care, empowering
education, sustainability, and social entrepreneurship. E-SToPP’s “safe haven” model empowers
and prepares youth with sophisticated academic, vocational, social, health and wellness, and
critical thinking tools and skills they need for successful high school graduation, college, work,
and a healthy life as leaders in their community and society. E-SToPP ultimately provides open
access, collaboration, and accountability through transformative research, education, and praxis
for the purpose of transforming public school and juvenile justice education systems. By
advancing education for distressed, underprivileged, and disenfranchised youth and their
families and communities, E-SToPP helps mitigate community violence, deterioration, prejudice,
discrimination, and juvenile delinquency in the long-term.

Figure 1. E-SToPP’s “safe haven” model
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E-SToPP’S STRATEGY FOR IMPACT
History
Eradicating the School-to-Prison Pipeline Foundation, Inc. (E-SToPP) was founded by Debra
Mayes Pane, Ph.D. on March 11, 2011, after more than 20 years as a teacher, teacher educator,
and researcher in Miami-Dade County Public School’s Educational Alternative Outreach Program
(i.e., disciplinary alternative education programs (DAEP) and juvenile justice alternative
education programs (JJAEP). E-SToPP’s transformative mission and vision was born from Dr.
Pane’s staunch belief that systemic and philosophical changes must occur before we as a society
will develop truly effective and humane schools and educational opportunities that all of our
children deserve.
In 2011, E-SToPP began foundational work on behalf of children through grass-roots
collaborations to share, increase awareness, and gauge the socio-cultural-political-educationaleconomic climate, mindset, and interest of the community in joining the pursuit of its
transformative mission and vision. Over the past three and a half years, E-SToPP has engaged
with the community on the behalf of children by participating in Miami-Dade Anti-Gang Strategy
Walking One Stops in trauma- and violence-burdened neighborhoods; working on the South
Florida Reentry Taskforce strategic planning committee to create the South Florida Reentry
Center for men, women, children, and families; presenting at local and national research
conferences about transforming the school-to-prison pipeline, including South Florida
Educational Research Conference and National Council on Black Studies; and participating as
panelists at community meetings and university student group events; joining local social justice,
advocacy, and restorative practices coalitions; collating transformative research articles, studies,
reports, and materials to support E-SToPP’s research agenda; and partnering with other
community organizations on behalf of youth and families.
During 2013, E-SToPP officially formed a researcher-practitioner partnership with Positive Peer
Leadership Mentoring (PPLM) Program, a Miami-Dade Anti-Gang Strategy Initiative, housed in
Miami-Dade’s Juvenile Services Department. PPLM invites college/university students and other
community members to volunteer at Miami-Dade’s Regional Juvenile Detention Center and
Turner Guilford Knight Correctional Center. PPLM advocacy and civic engagement projects
include youth-written JDC Newsletters, which are published and distributed inside and outside
the detention center, through email listservs, and across social media. PPLM seeks and has
established unique partnerships with institutions of higher learning, including Florida
International University and Barry University. PPLM opportunities are posted on university
department webpages for students who seek community service, federal work study, probono,
course credit, or volunteer hours. PPLM Volunteer Orientations serve as both a teaching tool
and a recruitment strategy for matching long-term ‘effective mentors’ with youth as they are
released from detention and return to their school, family, and community.
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Overall, E-SToPP has become highly involved in a myriad of community endeavors through its
partnership with the South Florida Reentry Taskforce, which is based in Miami, and is a vehicle
for strategic on-the-ground involvement with our targeted population and locations, which have
escalated rates of youth-involved violent crime: (a) Carol City, Opa-Locka, Miami Gardens; (b)
Brownsville, Liberty City; (c) Overtown; (d) Coconut Grove; (e) Little Haiti, North Miami, North
Miami Beach; (f) Goulds, West Perrine, Naranja-Modello; (g) Homestead, Florida City. E-SToPP
has also reached out to M-DCPS, Department of Juvenile Justice, and local universities and
colleges to negotiate potential ongoing, sustainable partnerships and affiliated agreements to
grow our sites in order to impact more students who are suspended, expelled, incarcerated,
and/or returning to school, family, and society. In 2015, E-SToPP hosted its first Southern
Education Foundation’s (SEF) Southern Education Leadership Initiative [SELI] Summer Fellow. ESToPP’s conference presentations, community townhall events, and orientations increase
awareness of the need for transformative school and juvenile justice systems and educational
opportunities in Miami communities for youth who are involved in the school-to-prison pipeline.
From various collaborations, E-SToPP continually increases its base of partners, community
members, and funding support for its transformative mission and vision.
Problem: The School-to-Prison Pipeline
The school-to-prison pipeline is an existing trajectory from the first time predominantly African
Americans get in trouble at school to being disproportionately labeled a troublemaker and
potentially dangerous, referred to the office, expelled to disciplinary alternative education
schools, and sent to jail or prison (Wald & Losen, 2003). The school-to-prison pipeline phrase
was coined when a theme, linking school discipline and juvenile justice data, emerged during a
joint research conference cosponsored by the Civil Rights Project and Northeastern University’s
Institute on Race and Justice. Disproportionality increases as African American students move
from referral to expulsion and, according to the disproportionate minority confinement data of
the juvenile justice system, from detention to state prison (Florida Department of Juvenile
Justice, 2011). The school-to-prison pipeline is a reiterative cycle of exclusionary discipline
including:
 get in trouble at school and labeled a troublemaker and potentially dangerous
 office referrals for disruptive behavior
 school-related delinquency referrals
 suspension
 expulsion
 school failure
 dropping out
 the juvenile justice system and, ultimately,
 as adults in prison (Pane & Rocco,2014; Fabelo, Thompson, & Plotkin, 2011).
Where and Why Does the Problem Originate?
In the United States, exclusionary school discipline is common. Since the Children’s Defense
Fund (1975) research on school suspension, studies of school discipline have consistently
7
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documented the disproportionality of African American students, particularly males, in the
administration of exclusionary school discipline and placement in disciplinary alternative
education schools and the juvenile justice system (Fabelo, Thompson, & Plotkin, 2011; Skiba,
Michael, Nardo, & Peterson, 2000). Exclusionary school discipline includes removing students
from the classroom by referrals to the office, suspensions, and expulsions. Exclusionary school
discipline consequences are more frequent, harsher, and less congruent to the incident for
African American students, particularly males. Also, exclusionary discipline consequences
increase for African American students, particularly males, in higher socioeconomic schools
even though no evidence supports the claim that they are more disruptive than their peers.
The disproportionality of African American students, particularly males, in exclusionary school
discipline is termed the discipline gap. Disproportionality is determined by a 10% of the
population standard, by considering a subpopulation “over- or under-represented if its
proportion in the target classification (e.g., suspension) exceeds its representation in the
population by 10% of that representation” (Skiba et al., 2000, p. 16). Since African Americans
make up 16.9% of the student population in our nation, 10% of the population standard for
disproportionate suspension would be less than 15.3% or more than 18.7%. The current 33.4%
suspension rate of African American students is two to five times more than their White peers,
which is well over 10% of the population standard, and confirms their disproportionate
representation.
As a result of being out of class so much, too many African American students get caught in the
school failure, dropout, and juvenile justice system cycle. However, no evidence supports the
hypothesis that African American students misbehave more. Instead, African American students
are referred for more subjective reasons such as disrespect or excessive noise while White
students are referred for more serious and objective behaviors such as smoking and vandalism.
Racial and gender disparity appears to originate at the classroom level as “systematic and racial
discrimination” (Skiba et al., 2000, p. 16).
National Problem
Of the 1.6 million yearly referrals to the United States juvenile justice system, Black youth make
up 16% of the juvenile population (under 18) compared to 78% White (including Hispanic) youth.
However, they are involved in 26% of juvenile arrests, 44% of juvenile detentions, 46% of youth
sent to adult court, and 58% of youth sentenced to state prisons (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2008, 2011; Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention, 2009, 2014). Black
youths’ involvement in the juvenile justice system is 10 times higher than Whites (including
Hispanic). Blacks are 27% of all high school dropouts and 52% of Black male dropouts are
incarcerated by the time they are 30 years old. National statistics for suspension, expulsion,
status dropout (not enrolled in high school and do not hold high school credential), and juvenile
arrest rates differentiate between Black, White, and Hispanic youth (see Table 1).
Table 1
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Suspension, Expulsion, Status Dropout, and Juvenile Arrest Rates by Race/Ethnicity/Gender for
U.S. Public School Students, grades 6-12
Race/
Ethnicity
White
Black
Hispanic

Suspension
Male/
Female
21.3/
9.7
49.5/
34.7
29.6/
14.1

Expulsion
Male/
Female
1.3/
.7
16.6/
8.2
3.1/
2.9

Status
Dropout

Juvenile Arrests (W+H)

6.0/
4.5
8.0/
8.8
24.7/
18.0

47% Violent
65% Property
52% Violent
33% Property
47% Violent
65% Property

Florida Problem
Florida’s school-related delinquency rates differentiate between Black, White, and Hispanic
youth. Disproportionate minority confinement (DMC) data shows that disproportionality
increases for Black youth as they move from referral to expulsion and from detention to state
prison. During FY 2009-10, Florida’s school-related delinquency referrals to the juvenile justice
system for the total at-risk population of 1,917,765 youth were 2.5 times higher for Blacks than
for Whites (Florida Department of Juvenile Justice, 2009, 2011). While only representing 21% of
the youth ages 10-17 in Florida, Black males and females accounted for 47% of all school‐related
referrals. Black males were disproportionally more likely than Whites to receive commitment
dispositions or to have their cases transferred to adult court. Yet, Black youth were more likely
than Whites to have their cases ultimately dismissed because their referrals were predominantly
for disorderly behavior or assault and battery versus drug and alcohol offenses for Whites.
Table 2
School-Related Delinquency Rates in Florida
Total At-Risk
Population
White 52%

Referrals

Commitments

41%

34

Transfers to
Adult Court
29

Black

22%

43%

53

55

Hispanic 22%

13%

9

12
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Miami-Dade Problem
Miami-Dade school-related delinquency rates differentiate between Black, White, and Hispanic
youth (see Table 3). Blacks were disproportionately overrepresented at the referral stage in 66
out of the 67 (98%) counties in Florida (Florida Department of Juvenile Justice, 2011). From a
total at-risk population of 269, 331 youth, Miami-Dade ranked 64th out of 67th (third from the
bottom) for most serious rate of school-related delinquency referrals—Blacks were 5.7 times
more likely to be referred than Whites. Over a 5-year period, Miami-Dade ranked 66 out of 67—
Blacks were 5.5 times more likely to be referred than Whites. Sixty-seven percent of schoolrelated referrals were for misdemeanors in Florida, and Miami-Dade reported the highest
percentage of misdemeanors (45%).
Table 3
School-Related Delinquency Rates in Miami-Dade
Total At-Risk
Population
White 18%

Referrals

Commitments

6%

3

Transfers to
Adult Court
2

Black

27%

48%

54

54

Hispanic 53%

38%

35

34

Current School-to-Prison Pipeline Trajectory in M-DCPS
The current M-DCPS school-to-prison pipeline trajectory includes traditional public schools,
alternative schools, educational alternative outreach programs, the juvenile detention center,
and juvenile correctional centers, specifically: (a) 57 traditional high schools—12 of which are in
the seven targeted areas for E-SToPP’s growth plan, (b) 7 alternative schools—one (1) of which
is educational alternative outreach with 21 programs—one (1) of which is the juvenile justice
school for detained youth and three (3) of which are Secondary Student Success Centers (S3C)
for overage youth who are unsuccessful in traditional school and offered credit recovery (not
including 23 vocational / adult education centers for youth over 15 who are not meeting
traditional high school graduation requirement) (c) one (1) alternative charter high school, and
(d) one (1) correctional center for direct-filed youth (as well as the reception center at the state
prison for directly incarcerated youth).
Currently, however, the 12 high schools, which are in the seven targeted areas for E-SToPP’s
strategy and growth plan for transforming public school and juvenile justice education systems,
are or have been labeled continually over time as failing schools and are located in low
socioeconomic areas; additional funding has not helped these schools obtain sustainable success
rates. Traditional high schools are not set up to ensure successful reentry and/or graduation of
10
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youth in the school-to-prison pipeline; they have historically relied on indoor suspension, pushout, outdoor suspension, and expulsion to remove students who reduce the school’s chances for
making positive grades for comparison across the state or nation. Current discourse calls for
replacement of suspension or arrest with restorative justice practices which is a positive form of
conflict resolution but does not address preventive proactive pedagogical practices for dealing
with real-time disciplinary issues in classrooms or other educational settings and does not
prioritize effective educational trajectories. As of the 2015-2016 school year, M-DCPS (2015)
eliminated and replaced suspension with school success centers. This is a positive top-down
initiative but does not incorporate teacher education or professional development that focuses
on preventive proactive practices, dealing with classroom discipline, and developing effective
educational trajectories.
Alternative schools house suspended or expelled youth for short periods of time. Alternative
charter schools provide short-term, credit recovery, and/or storefront services for youth over 15
years of age in the school-to-prison pipeline. Educational alternative outreach programs house
youth involved in the juvenile justice system with specific social, psychological, emotional, and
learning needs or judge-issued short-term adjudication requirements. Depending on its mission,
each educational alternative outreach program provides specific social services to youth and
families. Vocational / adult education centers serve over age youth who were unsuccessful in
traditional or alternative education settings. The juvenile detention center houses a school onsite for youth to attend while detained; juvenile correctional centers and state prison reception
centers house youth who are direct-filed (or already charged) as adults or incarcerated as youth.
GED and high school diploma credits are offered while youth are incarcerated, but few succeed.
To date, delinquent and other youth who are involved in the school-to-prison pipeline have no
viable 4-year effective education option for completing high school and reentering their
community, school, and society successfully (E-SToPP’s mission and vision is to change these
inequities).
The Role of Transformative Research, Education, and Praxis
Transformative research, education, and praxis embody E-SToPP’s mission and vision of sharing
hope, transforming education, and empowering youth who have been given up on and
marginalized in our schools and society. Transformative research, education, and praxis open up
avenues in the public forum for researchers, teachers, parents, students, community activists,
and others to unearth, discuss, and debate unfamiliar, controversial, or misunderstood topics for
the purpose of finding ways to transform oppressive educational practices and conditions for
underserved and unserved youth. Transformative research, education, and praxis are essential
components for eradicating the school-to-prison pipeline.
Transformative Research
In addition to E-SToPP’s mission and vision to implement transformative research, education, and
praxis locally, we will draw from a wide research base that supports our mission and vision. For
example, the Broader and Bolder Approach (Noguera, 2011) research agenda and reform
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strategy suggests the need for a more comprehensive approach to increase academic outcomes
for poor students and to improve schools that serve them by: (a) expanding learning
opportunities for students through quality early childhood education and by extending the
traditional school day; (b) enriching the curriculum through enhanced literacy development in all
content areas and greater emphasis on project-based learning; and (c) building critical
partnerships that will strengthen the capacity of schools to respond to student needs and enable
community interests to come together so parents and their allies can hold schools and their
leaders accountable for academic outcomes. (p. 11)
E-SToPP’s transformative research model draws from critical race, social, strengths-based, and
trauma-informed theories and methodologies that support our mission and vision of getting at
the root of philosophical and systemic problems. E-SToPP will also draw from a large base of
juvenile justice research related to continuum of care and systems of care reentry approaches,
which support our mission and vision. E-SToPP’s research goal is to transform disjointed practices
and conditions into effective educational trajectories supported by an integrated continuum of
care for youth in the school-to-prison pipeline. E -SToPP’s central research question is: What is
the systemic impact of a grass roots network of quality, equitable, transformative schools and
educational opportunities designed specifically for underserved and unserved youth who are
reentering school, family, and community after isolation, confinement, suspension, expulsion, or
incarceration?
E-SToPP invites doctoral students, fellows, faculty, teachers, and others to participate with us on
transformative research projects. E-SToPP draws from a transformative education research base
that supports our mission and vision, including but not limited to the following:
Critical Race Theory of Education
Freirean Approach to Literacy Education
Critical Classroom Discourse
Critical Theory Perspective on Social Class, Race, Gender, Teaching, and Learning
Culturally Responsive / Critical Race Theory and Pedagogy
Transformative Urban Education and Teacher Education
Critical Sociocultural Perspectives on Teaching, Learning, and Classroom Discipline/Management
Critical Multicultural Literacies, Pedagogy, and Empowering Education
Critical Microethnography
Critical Social Practice Theory of Learning
MST (Multi-Systemic Therapy)
CBT (Cognitive Behavioral Therapy)
Wrap-Around Continuum of Care Juvenile Justice
Psycho-social Research
Trauma-informed Lens
To date, delinquent and other youth who are pushed out or drop out of school have no viable 4year option for completing high school (our goal is to change this inequity with highly effective
reentry and alternative school options). There are many reasons for this omission in educational
12
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services. Traditional high schools are often reluctant to re-enroll delinquent youth, who are
perceived as a safety threat (Feierman, Levick, & Mody, 2009). Schools that receive Title I funding
may fear significant sanctions fueled by No Child Left Behind (NCLB) if they fail to meet Adequate
Yearly Progress (AYP) or other requirements for funding as a result of returning students’ low
standardized test scores. Too many teachers feel unprepared and lack cultural competence in
their classroom practices with youth who are disruptive, delinquent, or returning to school.
Teachers, administrators, and other professionals should be afforded professional development
opportunities that encourage them to discern, interpret, and transform their own mindsets,
conditions, and practices in order to feel empowered, prepared, and culturally competent when
working with exceptional education students and youth who have been suspended, expelled, or
incarcerated, and their families and communities (Bilchik, 2011; Pane & Rocco, 2014).
Youth in disciplinary alternative education programs (DAEP) or juvenile justice alternative
education programs (JJAEP) are typically provided ineffective short-term programs, generic
remedial coursework, and punitive behavioral point systems based on low expectations (Fabelo
et al., 2011; Pane & Rocco, 2014). In addition, lack of coordinated documentation for courses
taken while in DAEP or JJAEP is common.
Reentry research and model policies for delinquent youth and those who have been pushed out
or are at risk of dropping out of schools or academic failure specify the need for education but
do not specify how that education looks. E-SToPP’s unique research-based transformative
educational plan models how effective reentry and alternative education looks. It is specifically
designed to empower and prepare youth who have experienced at least one of the following:
suspension, expulsion, delinquency, incarceration, serious school failure, dropping out, violence,
poverty, substance abuse, abuse, homelessness or foster care, teenage pregnancy or
parenthood, and other related challenges. Our central research question as we develop and
create effective reentry and alternative schools and educational opportunities through
transformative research, education, and practice is: What is the systemic impact of a grass roots
network of equitable comprehensive community-based “safe haven” reentry and alternative
schools and educational opportunities grounded in a unique transformative 4-year educational
plan specifically for underserved and unserved youth who have been suspended, expelled, or
incarcerated?
Overall, E-SToPP’s research-based transformative educational plan and “safe haven” reentry
model will offer youth an effective alternative for dropping out of school and academic failure
with hope for a new life through holistic care, empowering education, sustainability, and social
entrepreneurship opportunities. E-SToPP’s research-based transformative educational plan and
“safe haven” reentry model will support and create diploma-granting equitable comprehensive
community-based schools rather than a short-term generic stand-alone programs. E-SToPP will
address youths’ complex needs and promotes positive youth development through empowering,
trauma-informed, ecological research-based models, based on five key areas emerging in youth
reentry policy and practice (Bilchik, 2011; Noguera, 2011) that (a) integrate the science of
adolescent brain development, (b) build on youths’ strengths and assets to promote pro-social
development; (c) engage families and community members in a meaningful manner throughout
13
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the process; (d) prioritize education and employment; and (e) provide a stable, well-supported
transition to adulthood that helps to create lifelong connections (Berkley, 2011). E-SToPP’s
transformative, culturally responsive, empowering, highly supportive team-oriented teaching
and learning environment will provide a continuum of care throughout students’ high school
years (Children’s Law Center, 2011), which is conducive for all students to develop wise decision
making skills necessary to become contributing members of their family, community, and society.
Reentry can be defined as returning to class, school, family, community, and society from any
level of removal or punitive isolation. For example, students can “reenter” or return to their seat
among other students in the classroom from being isolated in “time-out.” Students can reenter
class from CSI or after just sitting in the principal’s office. Students can reenter school from
suspension or expulsion. Students can also reenter class, school, family, community, and society
from detention or incarceration.
E-SToPP’s transformative, culturally responsive, empowering, highly supportive team-oriented
teaching and learning environment will provide a continuum and system of care throughout
students’ high school years (Children’s Law Center, 2011), which is conducive for all students to
develop wise decision making skills necessary to become contributing members of their family,
community, and society.
Transformative Education
E-SToPP’s transformative education model draws from critical race, critical social, strengthsbased, trauma-informed theories and pedagogies that align with our mission and vision of
transforming public school and juvenile justice education systems.
Our goal is to transform dismal educational experiences and settings into “safe haven” schools
and educational opportunities for young people in the school-to-prison pipeline.
E -SToPP’s “safe haven” schools and educational opportunities are created to holistically
eradicate the school-to-prison pipeline. E-SToPP’s Transformative “Safe Haven” Educational
Model incorporates the following components and initiatives.
“Safe Haven” Components:
 Empowering Education
 Holistic Care
 Sustainability
 Social Entrepreneurship
 Academic
 Career
 Social
 Health & Wellness
 Critical Thinking
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“Safe Haven” Initiatives:
 Critical Communities of Practice
 Community Meetings
 Socialization, Sustenance, Rejuvenation
 Continuum of Care
 Empowerment Support Teams
 Health & Wellness Empowerment Support Teams
 Mentorships
 Internships
 Community Learning Center
E-SToPP seeks to transform dismal educational experiences and settings into innovative selfsustaining safe, research-based, academically and socially responsible, collaborative,
enterprising, self-sustaining, innovative, unique, inspiring, and empowering 21st century schools
for young people who are caught in the school-to-prison pipeline. E-SToPP is a grass-roots effort
to reinvent how schooling is done, one critical community of practice experience at a time.
Critical communities of practice draw heavily from Freirean Educational Theory, original Freedom
Schools philosophy and purpose, critical race pedagogical curriculum, and the Delancey Street
each-one-teach-one philosophy. All stress ‘reading the word and the world’ merged with
collaboration among participants and entities that are already involved in oppressed students’
lives to rebuild from the ground up. Upholding a sense of urgency about students’ lives, E-SToPP
operates under the premises that time is of the essence and we need to problem pose and
problem solve together to reinvent solutions and be responsible for the outcomes.
E-SToPP will seek to develop innovative community-based partnerships with transformativeminded juvenile judges, public schools, alternative and juvenile justice education programs,
universities, colleges, community members, businesses, governmental departments, healthcare
professions, organizations, and others to develop our transformative education model.
Transformative Praxis
E-SToPP’s transformative praxis model draws from critical race, critical social, collaborative,
reflexive, strengths-based, social justice-oriented, culturally competent, and trauma-informed
teacher education and professional development theories and practices that align with our
mission and vision to transform teaching and learning cultures across systems.
Our goal is to empower and prepare teachers, mentors, interns, and other involved adults to act
as change agents who will, in turn, empower and prepare youth who are caught in the school-toprison pipeline to act as change agents—attend attend school consistently, succeed academically
and socially, prepare for successful reentry, stay away from crime, and graduate from high school
successfully.
Change agents provide transformative and equitable educational opportunities with high
expectations, care, and a broad understanding of how to build on their students’ cultural
15
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backgrounds, strengths, and needs, often based on traumatic experiences. Transformative praxis
could dramatically transform classrooms and, ultimately, public schools, juvenile justice
education, and our society!
E-SToPP empowers and prepares teachers (and other adults) in unique research-based
transformative education seminars, workshops, courses, and experiential collaborative learning
experiences before they begin (or while they are) teaching, mentoring, counseling, working,
providing services, providing business and entrepreneurial opportunities, and volunteering with
underserved and unserved youth. Empowered and prepared teachers provide transformative
and equitable educational opportunities with high expectations, care, and a broad understanding
of how to build on their students’ cultural backgrounds, strengths, and needs, often based on
traumatic experiences. Empowered and prepared teachers (necessarily led by their empowered
principals and other administrators) act as change agents who will, in turn, empower and prepare
their students to reenter and graduate high school successfully.
When students are engaged and empowered in authentic learning experiences built on their
cultural strengths, trauma-informed needs, and high expectations, they are better prepared,
supported, and significantly more likely to attend school consistently and succeed academically,
socially, and holistically. Frequent out-of-school suspension is a predictor of dropping out of
school, has a harmful racially disparate impact on learning due to loss of time in the classroom,
and does not necessarily promote a safe and orderly learning environment (Pfleger & Wiley,
2012). Thus, E-SToPP transformative praxis will develop positive real-time alternatives to
suspension that engage students in social, academic, holistic learning processes in a safe school
space; and stress preventive discipline stances and empowering practices—rather than rely on
exclusionary school discipline practices and policies that rely solely on suspension. E-SToPP’s goal
is for participating students to graduate from high school with at least 3 sophisticated vocational
or entrepreneurial skills and 3 internships (provided by our community partners) that augment
their high-school major; and for graduates to continue on to higher education, enter vocational
programs, and/or work full time. Ultimately, E-SToPP seeks to converge trauma-informed wraparound reentry services with transformative research, education, and praxis to develop a grassroots network of “safe haven” reentry schools and educational opportunities that provide
underserved and unserved youth with genuine opportunities and support systems of care for
reentering and successfully graduating from mainstream schools and society.
Solution: Transforming the School-to-Prison Pipeline Trajectory into Effective Educational
Systems
Transforming the school-to-prison pipeline trajectory into effective educational systems entails
purposeful collaboration among multiple and, ultimately, all systems that children meet during
their entire schooling process. In particular, juvenile justice, education, and foster care systems
must collaborate among themselves and with trauma-informed mental health systems in order
for children to grow into self-sufficient and productive citizens in our society. Education is
prioritized in each system to augment overlapping strengths and needs of children and families
in strategic communities.
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E-SToPP’s Strategy for Transforming Public School and Juvenile Justice Educational Systems
To date, E-SToPP is at an important juncture, having generated community interest and support
of its foothold in the community as a viable organization with tremendous potential to catalyze
change in the current socio-cultural-political educational and economic climate. To become a
catalyst for transforming public school and juvenile justice systems, E-SToPP continually refines
its strategy for creating change and for how the organization will play a role in that change.
E-SToPP’s strategy for achieving direct and indirect impact is detailed below as E-SToPP’s (a)
Theory of Action (i.e., what E-SToPP must do to create direct impact), and (b) Theory of Change
(i.e., what E-SToPP must do and what must happen externally to cause direct and indirect
impact). E-SToPP’s Theory of Action and Theory of Change focus on E-SToPP’s ultimate vision of
transforming public school and juvenile justice systems in southeastern Florida, beginning in
seven Miami-Dade targeted areas and mission of developing a grass-roots network of
transformative “safe haven” schools and educational opportunities.
E-SToPP’s Theory of Action – Achieving Direct Impact
E-SToPP’s Theory of Action describes the activities required to achieve direct impact in seven
Miami-Dade targeted geographical neighborhood areas, which were selected for their
disproportionally high rates of youth-involved violent crime; high rates of suspension, expulsion,
incarceration, and recidivism among Black and Brown youth; and disproportionally low levels of
graduation, entrepreneurial, career, and college entry rates among the same population. These
targeted areas were selected for their demonstrated need and fit with E-SToPP’s strategy for
transforming local public school and juvenile justice education systems. See Table 4.
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Table 4
E-SToPP’s Theory of Action
E-SToPP’s Theory of Action
Per Targeted Area
Mission
Build grass-roots
network of
transformative “safe
haven” reentry
schools and
educational
opportunities in each
of seven targeted
geographical areas

Steps Toward
Goals
Conduct
transformative
research,
education,
praxis
Foster community
inquiry,
collaboration,
engagement
Host community
town halls,
workshops, and
seminars
Pursue and create
scholarly activity
and internship
opportunities
Develop and
conduct teacher
education cohorts,
courses, and field
experiences
Provide effective
education,
mentoring,
volunteering, and
service learning
opportunities

Goals Toward Intended
Direct Impact
Create, open, grow
successful
transformative “safe
haven” reentry schools
and educational
opportunities

Intended Direct
Impact
Reduce rates:
suspension
expulsion
incarceration
recidivism
violence

Develop youths’ seamless
navigation through high
school

Increase rates:
advocacy
civic engagement
graduation
entrepreneurship
college entry
career

Develop grass-roots
community partnerships
Engage directly with
higher learning
institutions, public schools,
juvenile justice facilities,
government officials,
organizations, clergy,
businesses, parents,
teachers, community
members
Transform mindsets about
how effective teaching and
learning looks for children
in the school-to-prison
pipeline
Increase mentor and
teacher base
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E-SToPP’s Theory of Change – Achieving Broader Direct and Indirect Impact
E-SToPP’s Theory of Change describes steps toward E-SToPP’s ultimate vision of transforming
public school and juvenile justice systems (and school-to-prison pipeline) into effective
educational systems. The profound impact is restructuring the market, critical education,
capacity-building, and transformation of educational systems and policies. See Table 5.
Table 5
E-SToPP’s Theory of Change
E-SToPP’s Theory of Change
Throughout Miami-Dade
Intended Direct
Impact
Reduce rates:
suspension
expulsion
incarceration
recidivism
violence
Increase rates:
advocacy
civic engagement
graduation
entrepreneurship
college entry
career

Steps Toward Vision
Build infrastructure
and systems of growth
through needs
assessments,
planning, and
strengthening of ESToPP Foundation as a
501(c)(3)
Develop a grass-roots
network of E-SToPP
transformative “safe
haven” reentry
schools, school
initiatives, programs,
and centers (hubs) in
each of Miami-Dade
County’s seven most
economically
disadvantaged
communities,
targeted high schools,
and juvenile detention
facilities
Expand E-SToPP’s
sustainable network
of “safe haven”
19

Profound Impact
Restructuring the
Market
Critical Education
Capacity-building
Transformation of
Educational Systems
and Policies

Ultimate Vision
Transform public
school and juvenile
justice systems
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models throughout
Miami-Dade and then
across other parts of
southeastern Florida.
To develop and grow
ESToPP’s
transformative
education model (and
thereby a grass-roots
network of E-SToPP
school initiatives for
youths’ seamless
intake, reentry, and
navigation through
high school upon
release, as
demonstrated and
measured by youths’
reduced suspension,
expulsion,
incarceration, and
recidivism rates,
reduced involvement
in violence and
increased advocacy
and civic engagement
skills, and increased
graduation,
entrepreneurial,
career, and college
entry rates) by
building:
 one successful
signature E-SToPP
“safe haven”
reentry school
initiative in each
existing public
school;
 one successful
signature E-SToPPPositive Peer
Leadership
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Mentoring (PPLM)
reentry program in
each existing
juvenile justice
facility;
one successful
signature E-SToPP
“safe haven”
reentry school in
each targeted
area;
one successful
signature E-SToPP
“safe haven”
reentry center (or
hub) in each
targeted area

E-SToPP’s growth will have a profound impact on southeastern Florida in the following ways:
Restructuring the market. Restructuring the market begins when people’s mindsets
about effective humane teaching and learning for all children have been transformed. Prior to
involvement with E-SToPP in teaching, mentoring, counseling, working, and volunteering, adults
will experience grass-roots ways of providing and envisioning humane equitable education that
all children deserve. This philosophy is guided by the belief that sustainable change emerges
from the community and that if we work as a community toward sustainable change, the
impossible can become the inevitable. As humans, we all want care, compassion, and someone
to believe in us. If each of us treats and teaches others humanely and, in turn, expect and provide
opportunities for those we teach to treat and teach others in the same way, sustainability is
inevitable. E-SToPP will encourage multi-faceted partnerships that exhibit courage, leadership,
and community engagement in taking the first step toward life changes for youth who are most
excluded in schools and society. These joint commitments toward sustainable change will
proactively and continually increase an awareness of inequitable societal issues. With increased
awareness and reduced fear, our community will become critically reflective, collaborate
together, and act immediately to begin dismantling the disproportional challenges that we as a
society place on too many of our youth who get caught in the school-to-prison pipeline. Working
together to build transformative schools and educational opportunities where and for whom the
greatest need exists in our society will be a striking way to impact civility in the community at
large and thereby achieve broader impact.
Critical education. Three times more money is spent on incarcerating youth than
educating them in public schools and juvenile justice facilities. To ultimately reverse this policy,
E-SToPP’s rationale is to replace incarceration with critical education. More students benefit
from public school education that provides them with meaningful and engaging academic and
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social learning opportunities. Students want to come to school and stay in classes where they
are welcomed. A critical education involves the learning community in recognizing and solving
social problems, such as suspension, crime, and illiteracy, which impacts all community members
negatively. Cost benefits from providing a critical education comes from increased employment,
number of homeowners and businesses, civic engagement, and income levels in low
socioeconomic communities. Transformed practices within communities restructure the
mentality of educational ideas within the system. Policy changes occur from program evaluations
and transformed ideologies about education from the results of those evaluations. The growth
impact of transformed ideological practices translate into monetary benefits for society.
Ultimately, cost benefits of involving youth in critical education practices outweighs the societal
cost of incarcerating youth.
Capacity-building. E-SToPP will expand the capacity of the public school system while
reducing the “need” for incarceration by providing a public school model that is currently
nonexistent in Miami-Dade County Public Schools. E-SToPP will work with (not replace) public
schools and the juvenile justice system to increase successful academic, social, vocational, critical
thinking, and health and wellness outcomes of our youth in school and in their families and
communities. E-SToPP’s transformative “safe haven” schools and educational opportunities
provide youth a valid, socially just, equitable, high school graduation and college preparatory
option. This “safe haven” model focuses on effective education to ensure youths’ seamless
navigation through high school and beyond. In essence, E-SToPP puts forth a vision for
transforming the public school and juvenile justice education systems by prioritizing children’s
inalienable human right to effective education each step of the way. This model benefits society
by empowering and preparing youth for a transformed life without crime. Youth who gain higher
education, legitimate careers, and honest employment will thereby, decrease monies society
would have otherwise paid for their incarceration.
Transformation of educational systems and policies. E-SToPP will provide ongoing
transformative research, education, and praxis in order to sustain transformation of educational
systems and policies. E-SToPP’s long term goal is to expand its sustainable network of
transformative “safe haven” schools and educational opportunities throughout Miami-Dade and
then across other parts of southeastern Florida. Expansion occurs through youth and others who
previously participated in building a unique transformative “safe haven” school or educational
opportunity in their own neighborhood, leading the way by teaching others in another
neighborhood how to start their own “safe haven.” Transformative research, education, and
praxis increases teachers’ and other adults’ understanding of the systems approach to the holistic
care of children’s mental health, emotional, social, medical, behavioral, economic, employment,
homelessness, pregnancy, justice, and multiple other challenges that impact academic success in
traditional public school and juvenile justice education settings. Transformative research,
education, and praxis strategies involve the development of dynamic, collaborative, and
proactive trauma-informed interactions, including prevention of exclusionary school discipline.
Transformative research, education, and praxis strategies will engage communities in sustainable
solutions by their practices of hope, their empowerment of youth, by their cost-effectiveness,
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and by their humane goals—which align with E-SToPP’s holistic transformative mission and
vision.
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E-SToPP’s MODEL FOR GROWTH
Growth Plan
E-SToPP’s growth plan involves building a sustainable infrastructure and systems of growth as
follows:


develop structures so that participants/community members, beginning with Board of
Directors, empower themselves, take their own initiative, chart their own course, and
acquire their own expertise (see Figure 2);

Figure 2: Board of Directors
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work within existing public schools and juvenile justice facilities (see Figure 3);

Figure 3: Public Schools & Juvenile Justice Facilities
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develop sustainable partnerships with existing systems (see Figure 4);

Figure 4: Existing systems.
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create a sustainable growth plan (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Sustainable growth plan.
Phases of Growth
E-SToPP’s growth strategy will be implemented simultaneously in multiple phases, which are not
linear but circular, reiterative, and fluid. Phases of growth overlap, develop, and are prioritized
alongside youths’ ever-changing needs and goals. Phases of growth will indicate E-SToPP’s
continual development of a sustainable foundation, infrastructure, and systems for growth.
Phases of growth (juvenile justice, public school) will maintain E-SToPP’s focus on ensuring
youths’ seamless navigation through their high school educational trajectory. E-SToPP will
execute its growth plan with fidelity through strategic checkpoints of phases of growth at
monthly board meetings.
Phase One: Strengthening and Planning
Phase one consists of strengthening and planning strategies, which are depicted below in Figure
6, Juvenile Justice Timeline and Figure 7, Public School Timeline. Purposes are depicted before
each goal, which will be undertaken from September through December, 2015.
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Figure 6: Juvenile Justice Timeline
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Figure 5: Public School Timeline
Phase Two: Full-potential Execution
Sustainable expansion takes place by involving youth and adults in the grass-roots development
of E-SToPP’s model of transformative research, education, and praxis. E-SToPP youth and adult
participants will build unique “safe haven” reentry schools, school initiatives, programs, and
centers/ hubs in their own neighborhoods, leading the way by teaching others in another
neighborhood how to start their own “safe haven.”
Each E-SToPP “safe haven” school, school initiative, program, and center (hub) will offer a
unique community-based reentry niche and develop curriculum, instruction, and wrap-around
full-services in a continuum of care specific to its particular population. To accomplish systems
of care, each E-SToPP “safe haven” reentry school, school initiative, program, and center will
network to:



Provide an extended family atmosphere by developing grass-roots learning communities
where everyone works together to build unique “safe havens”
Provide full-service wrap-around attention to participants’ immediate needs and goals
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Integrate academic, vocational, social, health and wellness, critical thinking, and
entrepreneurial education
Provide a 4-year+ high school diploma-granting college preparatory curriculum
Create an innovative empowering culture of inquiry, thinking, and high expectations
Develop sustainable employment opportunities
Advance accessible healthcare and nutrition
Provide authentic collaborative extra-curricular activities that augment healthy living
Provide hands-on transformative literacy, technology, community building and advocacy,
and arts-based programs

E-SToPP will continually pursue philanthropic and innovative funding opportunities to conduct
transformative education, research, and praxis in order to change things as we find changes are
needed. By grounding each of our initiatives in critical communities of practice, E-SToPP will seek
out and develop innovative community-based partnerships with the juvenile judges, public
(alternative education and juvenile justice) schools, universities, colleges, community members,
businesses, healthcare professions, and organizations that support our mission and vision.
Through these partnerships, E-SToPP aims to provide open access to our “safe haven” reentry
school model, thereby increasing students’ educational opportunities for optimal learning
through civic engagement. For example, E-SToPP will seek partnerships with university faculty
to provide empowering on-site service learning opportunities for teacher education students,
who we believe must first become aware of their own ethnocentricities and our students’ cultural
strengths before they will feel comfortable and competent teaching them with high expectations.
E-SToPP will seek partnerships with university departments to provide empowering on-site
internships for their graphic artist, architecture, medical, and other students. We will welcome
graduate and doctoral students to our schools to conduct their research. We will also invite
youth from other high schools to collaborate with our students, empowering both groups of
youth to lead the way in academic, healthy living as leaders in their communities. We will
collaborate with faculty to create and facilitate youth advocacy projects and civic engagement in
our schools as well. Over time, E-SToPP will mentor cohorts of university participants, students,
teachers, families, and community members in how to transform schooling and students’ lives
through inquiry, improvisation, high expectations, and experiences in a critical community of
practice.
Each E-SToPP school has the potential to be developed into a full-service family and community
outreach teaching-learning hub reentry and resource center, which serves the unique needs and
goals of its community or neighborhood. We will prioritize the traumas that our youth face by
engaging community partnerships with healthcare organizations and professionals (e.g., nurse
practitioners) to address their immediate struggles within our guiding philosophy. To that end,
we will abide by the sustainable philosophy that everyone knows something that they can teach
others. This philosophy is practiced at all levels from student, teacher, school, and family to
community, college, and university partnerships. To accomplish this goal, we will seek out and
welcome everyone in the community at large who supports our mission to give and receive
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knowledge, provide practical experiences, and develop mentorships with our students in any of
their academic, vocational, social, health, and entrepreneurial enterprises. See Figure 3.
Phases of growth overlap to develop and grow a grass-roots network of transformative “safe
haven” reentry schools, school initiatives, programs, and centers (hubs) in each of Miami-Dade
County’s seven most economically disadvantaged communities, targeted high schools, and
juvenile detention facilities. E-SToPP’s long term goal is to expand its sustainable network of
transformative “safe haven” education models throughout Miami-Dade and then across other
parts of southeastern Florida by building:








one successful signature E-SToPP “safe haven” reentry school initiative in each existing public
school; thereby, building a grass-roots network of E-SToPP school initiatives for youths’
seamless intake, reentry, and navigation through high school upon release, as demonstrated
and measured by youths’ reduced suspension, expulsion, incarceration, and recidivism rates,
reduced involvement in violence and increased advocacy and civic engagement skills, and
increased graduation, entrepreneurial, career, and college entry rates
one successful signature E-SToPP-Positive Peer Leadership Mentoring (PPLM) reentry
program in each existing juvenile justice facility (see Figure 3); thereby, building a grass-roots
network of E-SToPP-PPLM program initiatives for youths’ seamless intake, reentry, and
navigation through high school upon release, as demonstrated and measured by youths’
reduced suspension, expulsion, incarceration, and recidivism rates, reduced involvement in
violence and increased advocacy and civic engagement skills, and increased graduation,
entrepreneurial, career, and college entry rates
one successful signature E-SToPP “safe haven” reentry school in each targeted area; thereby,
building a grass-roots network of new E-SToPP schools for youths’ seamless navigation
through high school, as demonstrated and measured by youths’ reduced suspension,
expulsion, incarceration, and recidivism rates, reduced involvement in violence and increased
advocacy and civic engagement skills, and increased graduation, entrepreneurial, career, and
college entry rates
one successful signature E-SToPP “safe haven” reentry center (or hub) in each targeted area;
thereby, building a network of reentry centers for youths’ seamless intake and navigation
from juvenile justice facility to reentry center and youths’ seamless navigation from reentry
center through high school, as demonstrated and measured by youths’ reduced suspension,
expulsion, incarceration, and recidivism rates, reduced involvement in violence and increased
advocacy and civic engagement skills, and increased graduation, entrepreneurial, career, and
college entry rates

Main activities include developing and implementing systems and processes; creating structures
so that community members empower themselves, take their own initiative, and chart their own
course—thus, acquiring their own expertise; providing experiential learning, supervision, and
debriefing with volunteers, interns, mentors, and teachers; creating implementation plans for
the growth initiatives (that are incorporated into research projects for sustainability). E-SToPPPPLM has begun work in Miami-Dade Regional Juvenile Detention Center (JDC) and Turner
Guilford Knight Correctional Center to develop structures so that youth can take initiative to
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empower and prepare themselves for reentry to and navigation through M-DCPS, family, and
community upon release from incarceration. E-SToPP’s growth plan involves strengthening and
growing PPLM as a grass-roots presence in public schools, alternative schools, and educational
outreach programs. E-SToPP-PPLM seeks to develop an effective educational trajectory (i.e.,
structure) for youth already involved and at risk of being involved in the school-to-prison pipeline
by transforming classroom, school, and program cultures and practices. E-SToPP-PPLM’s goal is
to work within existing educational settings and through existing systems to prevent exclusionary
discipline in the moment—thus, providing a holistic grass-roots continuum of care grounded in
sustainable, transformative, pedagogical, and restorative justice practices.
Key Success Factors and Potential Risks
E-SToPP’s success will depend on its success in making a profound impact through restructuring
of the market, critical education, capacity-building, transformation of educational systems and
policies—and, thereby, transforming public school and juvenile justice systems. Potential risks
include: (a) building organizational capacity that is sustainable; (b) executing equitable effective
transformative schools and programs; (c) developing and acquiring affordable appropriate
facilities for developing its vision: (d) creating and managing transparent congenial relationships
with districts, organizations, and governments; (e) attracting, recruiting, and sustaining
transformative board, staff, and community members who implement its mission with fidelity;
(f) securing available funding to ensure all schools and programs are financially self-sustainable;
and (g) securing philanthropic gifts and grants necessary to start and grow schools and programs
as well as cover costs of main and satellite offices.
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SCHOOL DESIGN
E-SToPP’s transformative mission and vision is guided by our philosophy that sustainable change
emerges from the community and that if we work as a community toward sustainable change,
the impossible can become the inevitable. As humans, we all want care, compassion, and
someone to believe in us, which is what the E-SToPP holistic care “safe haven” model is all about.
If each of us treats and teaches others humanely and, in turn, expect and provide opportunities
for those we teach to treat and teach others in the same way, sustainability is inevitable. We will
encourage multi-faceted partnerships that exhibit courage, leadership, and community
engagement in taking the first step toward life changes for youth who are most excluded in
schools and society. These joint commitments toward sustainable change will proactively and
continually increase our awareness of inequitable societal issues. With increased awareness, we
will critically reflect, put our minds together, and act immediately to begin dismantling the
disproportional challenges that we as a society place on too many of our youth who get caught
in the school-to-prison pipeline. Working together to build schools where and for whom the
greatest need exists in our society will be a striking way to impact civility in the community at
large.
E-SToPP’s “safe haven” reentry model encompasses four conceptual purposes: holistic care,
empowering education, sustainability, and social entrepreneurship opportunities. First, holistic
care is the process of educating the whole student’s emotional, psychological, academic, social,
and interpersonal needs and goals for healthy living. Second, empowering education is the
process of encouraging and teaching for students’ critical conscious awareness, thinking, habits
of mind, and understanding of their active role in learning, living, and improving society. Third,
sustainability is the long-term multi-faced impact of intellectual, practical, social, health,
dispositional, and vocational initiatives developed at E-SToPP High School.
Fourth, social entrepreneurship is the process of inventing new mechanisms for achieving the
public good, ultimately revitalizing institutions across society from governments, schools, and
businesses to nonprofits. Our view of social entrepreneurship comes from Delancey Street
Foundation, a pioneer of social entrepreneurship development in America—developing business
skills to help solve social problems—since 1972. Over the years, Delancey Street has created 12
successful ventures that have trained adult residents in marketable skills, created positive
interactions between residents and customers in the community, and helped support the
organization financially (see http://www.delanceystreetfoundation.org/enterprises.php for
more information). Social entrepreneurs are described by Bill Drayton (who coined the term) as
“change agents who combine a pragmatic business sense with a desire for social justice”
(Flanigan, 2012). Social entrepreneurs are society’s learning laboratory; they develop, test, and
refine new approaches to social problems—including how to get healthcare to the poor or clean
water to those with limited access, how to get quality education to at risk youth, or how to
protect children from abuse or bullying (Dees, 2012). We believe our students (as are students
from Life Learning Academy, Delancey Street’s Public Charter School—see
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www.lifelearningacademysf.org) will also be able to create similar ventures and become social
entrepreneurs at E-SToPP High School.
Through these four conceptual purposes, E-SToPP school cultures will prioritize safe spaces to
learn, caring adults as role models, opportunities to help others, and hope for a new life (Baturin,
2011; Bilchik, 2011). E-SToPP’s “safe haven” reentry model will prepare youth in the seven
targeted areas with excellent equitable education by integrating:
 Critical communities of practice
 Critical (race) pedagogy
 Culturally responsive classroom management
 Culturally specific academic excellence
 Full-service attention in a family-community teaching-learning outreach-reentry
center
 Reflexive trauma-informed educational (rather than short-term, therapeutic,
remedial, or punitive) model that continually reinvents itself through
improvisation and inquiry based on participants’ needs, interests, and strengths
rather than focusing on their problems
 Transformative literacy
E-SToPP strategizes that its “safe haven” model will gain support as a nationwide traumainformed continuum of care model for our society’s schools, including navigating youth through
reentry processes.
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E-SToPP’s “Safe Haven” Reentry School Model
E-SToPP’s transformative mission and vision is guided by our philosophy that sustainable change
emerges from the community and that if we work as a community toward sustainable change,
the impossible can become the inevitable. As humans, we all want care, compassion, and
someone to believe in us, which is what the E-SToPP holistic care “safe haven” model is all about.
If each of us treats and teaches others humanely and, in turn, expect and provide opportunities
for those we teach to treat and teach others in the same way, sustainability is inevitable. We will
encourage multi-faceted partnerships that exhibit courage, leadership, and community
engagement in taking the first step toward life changes for youth who are most excluded in
schools and society. These joint commitments toward sustainable change will proactively and
continually increase our awareness of inequitable societal issues. With increased awareness, we
will critically reflect, put our minds together, and act immediately to begin dismantling the
disproportional challenges that we as a society place on too many of our youth who get caught
in the school-to-prison pipeline. Working together to build schools where and for whom the
greatest need exists in our society will be a striking way to impact civility in the community at
large. Will you join us?
Sustainable Core Values
E-SToPP’s transformative mission and vision is guided by sustainable core values:
Sharing hope through grass-roots quality education and love
Transforming education through trauma-informed research and systems of care
Empowering youth with wise decision making necessary to be contributing members of
their family, community, and society through:
 Advisory systems of accountability
 Compassion and nurturing
 Democracy (equity, access, public use, grass-roots ownership)
 High expectations and perseverance
 Honesty and respect
 Knowledge and communication
 Leadership and empowering mentorships
 No violence, no threats of violence, no drugs or alcohol
 Reciprocal restitution, advocacy, and civic engagement
 Responsibility to community and community-building
We believe that:
All people can learn and transform with caring, normal nurturing.
When students fail to perform academically or socially, we must take particular care to
provide hope for long-lasting life changes through grass-roots quality education and love.
Our core values and guiding principles apply to everyone involved in E-SToPP:
 Advisory systems of accountability
 Compassion and care
 Democracy (equity, access, public use, grass-roots ownership)
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High expectations and perseverance
Honesty and respect
Knowledge and communication
Leadership and empowering mentorships
No violence, no threats of violence, no drugs or alcohol
Reciprocal restitution, advocacy, and civic engagement
Responsibility and accountability to community and community-building
Wise decision making necessary to be contributing members of one’s family,
community, and society
Our goal to develop and provide excellent equitable education will be accomplished by
integrating:
 Critical communities of practice
 Critical (race) pedagogy
 Culturally responsive classroom management
 Culturally specific academic excellence
 Full-service attention in a family-community teaching-learning outreach-reentry
center
 Reflexive educational (rather than short-term, therapeutic, remedial, or punitive)
model that continually reinvents itself through improvisation and inquiry based
on participants’ needs, interests, and strengths rather than focusing on their
problems
 Transformative education, research, and practice
 Transformative literacy
Guiding Principles
E-SToPP High School will meet high standards of student achievement by providing a 4-year (and
beyond), degree-granting, comprehensive public high school choice for youth who are at risk of
dropping out of school or academic failure, including exceptional education students and those
who have been suspended, expelled, or incarcerated. Parents will have the flexibility to choose
(among diverse educational opportunities within the state’s public school system) a dropout
prevention and academic intervention program on one campus for their child to pursue a high
school education. E-SToPP High School will be a grass-roots collaborative effort. Everyone
involved (youth and adults) will value and work towards the following guiding principles:
1. Nonviolence—commit to living without violence in your life
2. Reciprocal Restitution—develop the ability to both give and receive, teach and learn
3. Leadership—find and fulfill a need
4. Accountability—take responsibility for your actions
5. Knowledge—pursue lifelong learning
6. Communication—express your ideas, feelings, and actions clearly and intelligently
7. Compassion—respect and serve your school, family, community, and global envtoironment
8. Perseverance—develop ethical values, demonstrate strength, and endure struggle
9. Self-respect—dedicate yourself to healthy living
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E-SToPP High School will promote enhanced academic success and financial efficiency by aligning
responsibility and accountability among all stakeholders at all levels. E-SToPP High School will
engage and involve parents or guardians as integral members of their child’s (a) empowerment
support team and (b) health and wellness support team. E-SToPP High School will collaborate
with committed and caring governing board members, community members, teachers, other
educational professionals, mentors, community partners, and volunteers. Every adult involved
will understand and can relate to our students’ experiences and thus offer high levels of support,
structure, and accountability to create a “safe haven” school environment. E-SToPP High School
will prioritize a campus-wide culture of high expectations, responsibility, accountability, and
teachable moments in order to improve public schools and juvenile justice education for the good
of society.
E-SToPP High School will be ultimately responsible and accountable for its students’ academic
and social success. Thus, we will assess students’ engagement, attendance, attitudes, holistic
development, and overall performance regularly. We will also evaluate perceptions and
involvement of parents or guardians, teachers, staff, and community members. Based on
quantitative (e.g., attendance, school records, tests) and qualitative (e.g., observations, surveys,
interviews; Barclay et al., 2010) data collected, we will develop and maintain research-based (a)
professional development (PD) and professional learning communities (PLC) that proactively
support teachers’ (and other staff) empowerment, preparation, and success as quality educators;
(b) educational practices that proactively support students’ empowerment, preparation, and
success in school, (c) curricula that support students’ learning and performance gains toward high
school graduation, and (d) documentation (required by our sponsor and developed in- house)
that holds our school accountable and responsible for each student’s high school graduation.
E-SToPP High School will provide parents or guardians with sufficient information on whether
their child is reading at grade level and whether the child gains at least a year’s worth of
learning for every year spent in E-SToPP High School. Parents or guardians will remain abreast
of their child’s reading level and other academic and social learning gains as grass-roots
members of their child’s empowerment support team and health and wellness support team.
During regular meetings, teams will discuss learning gains based on (a) authentic baselines and
ongoing assessments of students’ reading, writing, and interest levels, using informal reading
inventories, interest surveys, writing samples, and presentations of learning – exhibitions
(PoLE); (b) teachers’ classroom research; and (c) screening assessments. Based on assessments
and discussions, teams will develop and/or review Individual Education Plans (IEP) and set goals
that (a) benefit the students’ high school needs and goals for graduation within the context of
E-SToPP High School’s philosophy and (b) provide equitable treatment that increases students’
genuine opportunities in school and society.
Prescribed Purposes
E-SToPP High School will improve student learning and academic achievement through four
prescribed purposes: holistic care, empowering education, sustainability, and social
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entrepreneurship. First, holistic care is the process of educating the whole student’s emotional,
psychological, academic, social, and interpersonal needs and goals for healthy living. Second,
empowering education is the process of encouraging and teaching for students’ critical conscious
awareness, thinking, habits of mind, and understanding of their active role in learning, living, and
improving society. Third, sustainability is the long-term multi-faced impact of intellectual,
practical, social, health, dispositional, and vocational initiatives developed at E-SToPP High
School.
Fourth, social entrepreneurship is the process of inventing new mechanisms for achieving the
public good, ultimately revitalizing institutions across society from governments, schools, and
businesses to nonprofits. Our view of social entrepreneurship comes from Delancey Street
Foundation, a pioneer of social entrepreneurship development in America—developing business
skills to help solve social problems—since 1972. Over the years, Delancey Street has created 12
successful ventures that have trained adult residents in marketable skills, created positive
interactions between residents and customers in the community, and helped support the
organization financially (see http://www.delanceystreetfoundation.org/enterprises.php for
more information). Social entrepreneurs are described by Bill Drayton (who coined the term) as
“change agents who combine a pragmatic business sense with a desire for social justice”
(Flanigan, 2012). Social entrepreneurs are society’s learning laboratory; they develop, test, and
refine new approaches to social problems—including how to get healthcare to the poor or clean
water to those with limited access, how to get quality education to at risk youth, or how to
protect children from abuse or bullying (Dees, 2012). We believe our students (as are students
from Life Learning Academy, Delancey Street’s Public Charter School—see
www.lifelearningacademysf.org) will also be able to create similar ventures and become social
entrepreneurs at E-SToPP High School.
Through these four prescribed purposes, our school culture will prioritize safe spaces to learn,
caring adults as role models, opportunities to help others, and hope for a new life (Baturin, 2011;
Bilchik, 2011). Research shows that frequent out-of-school suspension is a predictor of dropping
out of school, has a harmful racially disparate impact on learning due to loss of time in the
classroom, and does not necessarily promote a safe and orderly learning environment (Pfleger &
Wiley, 2012). Through these four prescribed purposes, E-SToPP High School will develop positive
alternatives to suspension that (a) engage students in social and academic learning processes in
a safe school; and (b) stress preventive discipline stances—rather than exclusionary school
discipline practices and policies that rely solely on suspension.
E-SToPP High School will increase learning opportunities for all students with a special emphasis
on low-performing students and reading across the curriculum. E-SToPP High School’s
philosophy of learning to read is that when students find purpose in life, take charge of their own
learning, and commit to furthering their own education, they will pass standardized tests and
graduate. Transformative literacy, a Freirean-inspired approach to literacy education (Freire,
2000), is the basis for our school-wide educational philosophy and pedagogy. Transformative
literacy is defined as the conscious process of simultaneously developing one’s literacy skills while
changing one’s life conditions, regardless of age, social, economic, political, or cultural status.
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The majority of E-SToPP High School’s students will range in literacy skills from a nonreader to a
third-grade level reader. They will have experienced at least one of the following: suspension,
expulsion, delinquency, incarceration, serious school failure, dropping out, violence, poverty,
substance abuse, abuse, homelessness or foster care, teenage pregnancy or parenthood, and
other related challenges. During 2009-10, 30% of the students served in dropout prevention
programs were also served in other special programs. For example, 24% were served in
exceptional student education with 50% of those identified as having a specific learning disability
and 22% as having an emotional/behavioral disability.
Transformative literacy pedagogy addresses academic and social conditions simultaneously at a
grass-roots level. It begins with concerted dialogue with students about conditions in their lives
that can be changed. Once real-world issues are realized and acknowledged, participants set
goals for changing their conditions and act on those goals. For example, students may decide
they need to learn to read (no matter what level they are reading by traditional standards) for a
specific purpose—perhaps in this case, to be able to read to their own babies. Acting on this
realization and goal may involve developing early literacy skills (for themselves and ultimately
their own babies) by reading children’s literature, nonfiction, or picture books, and publishing
(retelling) their own versions of these books in the school’s publishing company or for the
newsletter on our school’s website. During transformative literacy, complex ideas and topics
found in both children’s books and the world around them will be discussed and critiqued in
depth, thereby engaging students in the learning process. These same topics will also be
developed school wide in all academic subjects and incorporated in projects, career
development, and physical activities during the school day (and beyond when fully funded).
Our transformative literacy goal is for each student to develop conscientization through
meaningful dialogue, inquiry, and participation. Conscientization initiates awareness of
oppressive conditions and leads to a profound desire to change such conditions, learn to read
the word and the world, and engage in civic activism (Freire, 2000). Transformative literacy
education initiates the E-SToPP High School process of empowering and preparing youth along
the path to social entrepreneurship—or owning their education and life changes. The ultimate
goal is high school graduation and a transformed life away from crime. Transformative literacy,
conducted in critical learning communities (a group of likeminded people who work together to
address real-world problems for the betterment of their community and society), is the
foundation for each (grass-roots collaborative) endeavor or learning experience at E-SToPP High
School. Our sustainable transformative literacy pedagogy is the overarching research base for
how we do teaching and learning at E-SToPP High School. It is learned experientially by
newcomers who become experts in the process and then teach it to the next group of
newcomers, youth and adults, in an ongoing reciprocal fashion (such as teenage parents learning
to read so that they can read to their children who will both be learning to read simultaneously).
E-SToPP High School will encourage the integration of innovative learning methods into each
facet of our empowering educational model. Most students will be unfamiliar with this
empowering educational model at first, but they will become engaged as they gain confidence in
this type of teaching and learning. Initially, we will draw from Life Learning Academy’s
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downloadable replicable curriculum and project-based lessons as a learning platform from which
our new teachers can build their expertise (then, they can pass on what they learn to their
students and to new teachers that come to the school after them). Project-based lessons will
encourage students to learn academic material through hands-on, inquiry-based, and
experiential approaches (Ciardello, 2007). Students will document their thinking processes along
the way in order to move forward in the learning process (Ritchhart, Church, & Morrison, 2011).
The sustainability of our innovative learning methods will encourage teams of teacher to
confidently, creatively, and astutely revise curricula based on their particular students’ needs. ESToPP High School will measure learning outcomes in order to provide accountability to our
stakeholders and to meet our mission and ultimate goals.
Authentic Assessment
Students’ exhibitions, internships, enterprises, and other projects will receive feedback and
authentic assessment from teachers, peers, audiences, community members, and business,
health, and other professional mentors. Authentic assessment is the observation and evaluation
of learners’ work-in-progress for the purpose of providing students with real time feedback and
suggestions for growth. Students who are still developing their reading and writing skills will be
mentored by adults and other students who are expert readers and writers during authentic
projects. For example, a local history research project may lead to reading, writing, and creating
scripts, designing costumes, publishing articles in the school newspaper, drawing up architectural
plans, and building the stage for a dramatic production about what they learned. We will not
teach to the test but as a result of a deep understanding of academic concepts realized in
continuous caring, normal nurturing real-life projects, our students will be much more likely to
pass school district-mandated courses and tests. [link pending: click here to view our curriculum
plan]. Also, [link pending: click here to view traditional versus transformative education].
As part of their schedule, teachers will be given time to develop relationships with families. They
will also be given time to communicate with various businesses, universities, colleges, and
organizations to enable their advisory students’ successful participation in internships related to
their high-school majors. Since E-SToPP schools and learning opportunities thrive on students’
and teachers’ innovative ideas, advisory groups may write proposals to request funding and
hands-on direction from community business partners, such as local construction companies, to
(for example) help them build state-of-the art computer labs, performing arts theaters,
journalism work rooms, innovative classrooms, and open areas for community and other
meetings from scratch. This is real world transformative literacy learning and collaboration that
motivates people of all ages and walks of life to work with others, to believe in themselves, and
to make long-lasting changes.
Measurement of learning outcomes will involve authentic assessment and documentation of
students’ academic and social development within each facet of our educational model.
Authentic assessment and documentation includes teachers’ ongoing classroom research and
assessment, student exhibitions, student portfolios, thematic enterprises, and other real-life
productions of learning. Research findings and authentic assessment and documentation will be
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used to revise teachers’ educational practices and students’ goals to maintain successful
academic and social learning outcomes (Costa & Kallick, 2009). We will document and measure
learning outcomes authentically and regularly to ensure and improve students’ learning
outcomes and growth in academic, vocational, social, critical thinking, and health and wellness
skill areas. We will also measure and report students’ standardized test scores, providing a gauge
of their graduation progress. However, standardized scores will only be used to revise and
improve students’ IEP and learning outcomes, not as static scores.
Optional Purposes
E-SToPP High School will create innovative measurement tools, based on students’ needs and
goals, as determined by classroom research, assessments, documentations, and exhibitions.
Teachers will conduct classroom research and develop culturally relevant curriculum and
culturally responsive pedagogy that support and strengthen students’ cultural, social, and
thinking rituals and routines within families, schools, and neighborhoods. Teachers will meet
regularly in professional learning communities (PLC) to discuss their findings and revise their
practices according to E-SToPP High School’s mission and vision to empower and prepare
students. However, teachers will not only involve students fully in their own education through
transformative literacy pedagogy but also through social entrepreneurial pedagogy. Students
will become cultural workers who determine and help change educational and other inequities
for their own and society’s benefit. Students will also become social entrepreneurs, or change
agents, who combine a practical business sense with a desire for social justice. That is, students’
learning will consist of continual assessment of their own academic and social lives, schooling,
neighborhoods, and beyond to create avenues of improvement. Students’ learning outcomes
will be shared and reviewed openly in various ways and places. For example, students will
maintain an individual portfolio of self-selected documents, artwork, and other representative
examples of their thinking processes, plans, activities, reflections, artwork, and learning.
Students will also post, publish, perform, or exhibit their work in public spaces, social media
arenas, newspapers, theaters, and educational settings. Students will also be involved in civic
action, including transformative service learning projects and non-profit empowerment or
community projects. Opportunities for creating innovative measurement tools, conducting
authentic classroom research and assessment, and documenting and exhibiting students’
learning outcomes are endless in the empowering collaborative efforts offered at E-SToPP High
School.
E-SToPP High School will provide rigorous competition within the public school district to
stimulate continual improvement in all public schools. Our ultimate goal is to augment capacitybuilding reform in public schools and juvenile justice education by providing a valid, socially just,
equitable 4-year graduation option for youth who are at risk of dropping out of school or
academic failure, particularly youth who have been suspended, expelled, or incarcerated,
including exceptional education students. We will work with (not replace) public schools and the
juvenile justice system to increase successful academic, social, vocational, critical thinking, and
health and wellness outcomes of our youth in school and in their families and communities.
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E-SToPP High School will expand the capacity of the public school system by providing a public
school choice that is currently nonexistent in Miami-Dade County Public Schools. Since three
times more money is spent on incarcerating youth than educating them in public schools, our
rationale is to replace incarceration with critical education. More students will benefit from
public school education that provides them with meaningful and engaging academic and social
learning opportunities. Students will want to come to school and stay in classes that encourage
a critical education (e.g., get involved in recognizing and solving social problems, such as
suspension and illiteracy, which impact them negatively). E-SToPP High School will inadvertently
benefit society by empowering and preparing youth for a transformed life without crime—
thereby, decreasing monies budgeted for incarcerating youth.
E-SToPP High School will create new professional opportunities for teachers, including ownership
of the learning program at the school site.
Professional Development
Teachers and all other adults involved in E-SToPP initiatives will be prepared beforehand and
regularly afterwards in the guiding philosophy and practices of our “safe haven” reentry model!
Professional development communities are collaborative learning communities in which
teachers and other staff share, reflect, and develop successful educational practices for their own
school. Partnerships could be developed with universities whose faculty members provide
teacher education, run professional development communities, or get involved teaching youth.
Our teachers and staff will participate regularly in professional development communities to
learn how to incorporate critical communities of practice and E-SToPP’s guiding philosophy, high
expectations, classroom teacher research, culturally responsive classroom management,
transformative literacy, and critical pedagogy into their educational practices. Teachers will also
develop expertise in racial relations, mediation, advisories, culture circles, and other guiding
principles to carry out our holistic participatory view of teaching and learning. Teachers will have
regular team meetings as part of their teaching schedule to create, integrate, and reflect on
interdisciplinary project-based curricula (which faculty may help develop), internships, and
entrepreneurial enterprises, based on students’ needs and interests. For example, history, math,
cultural arts, music, and multicultural literature teachers may integrate academic content
through sophisticated full-length local history plays, puppet shows, and other venues for
students to simultaneously develop their self-confidence and exhibit their local history and
cultural research acumen. Simultaneously, internships with the local art and history museums
may augment their studies [link pending: click here to read more about our team support
approach to reentry].
E-SToPP High School’s weekly staff meetings, professional learning communities (PLC), and
professional development (PD) will help create and sustain an empowering teaching and learning
culture for teachers and other staff. PD will be scheduled around Miami-Dade County Public
Schools Juvenile Justice education calendar Teacher Planning Days (see attached calendar
Appendix A or http://www.dadeschools.net/calendars/). PLC will commence prior to the
opening of the proposed charter school year during the week that new teachers report and will
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continue on a weekly basis. PLC may occur during common lesson planning periods, weekly staff
meetings, and/or secondary early release days. A tentative PD and PLC schedule shown below
will be adjusted to the proposed charter school’s first year, 2013-2014, schedule when available.

E-SToPP High School
Professional Development / Professional Learning Communities Schedule
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*
Total

OR*

6
75

SER = secondary early release
NTR* = new teachers report
PLC = Weekly Professional
Learning Communities
OR* = Orientation

E-SToPP High School will provide PD and PLC that will support an empowering critical learning
community for teachers and other involved adults to develop ownership of the teaching and
learning program at the school site. In PD and PLC, teachers will learn to write, conduct, reflect
on, and revise team taught thematic project-based lesson plans. PD and PLC will study E-SToPP
High School, classrooms, practices, and programs in order to write critical curricula to meet
students’ needs. E-SToPP High School’s teachers and other involved adults will also be
encouraged and mentored in PD and PLC to engage youth cognitively, socially, and emotionally.
E-SToPP High School’s PD and PLC will focus on empowering, preparing, and developing adults’
understanding, knowledge, skills, mindset, and critically reflective practices needed to teach
youth who are at risk of dropping out and academic failure, including exceptional education
students and those who have been suspended, expelled, or incarcerated. Teachers and other
involved adults will learn to provide research-based authentic multicultural curricula, critical
pedagogy, transformative literacy pedagogy, and authentic classroom assessment as dropout
prevention and academic intervention to improve student learning outcomes. Our goal is to
engage youth in meaningful authentic experiential learning, transformative literacy, and social
entrepreneurship in order to improve academic and social achievement. To accomplish our goal,
E-SToPP High School’s PD and PLC will teach and support teachers and other involved adults to
prioritize and build on youths’ cultural and racial strengths and interests in a highly supportive
collaborative environment based on but not limited to the following topics:
 Pursuing E-SToPP’s philosophy, mission, vision, educational, and curriculum plan
 Conducting classroom research and authentic assessment
 Team teaching in Empowerment Teams
 Integrating and planning thematic lessons for Empowerment Teams
 Engaging and supporting multiracial/multiethnic students and parents or guardians
around issues of race, racial uplift, diversity, and equity
 Creating and providing developmentally appropriate, emancipatory (anti-racist),
culturally relevant, multicultural curricula
 Conducting critical (race) pedagogy that is culturally responsive to students’
intersectional identities
 Integrating transformative literacy pedagogy into all content areas
 Developing Thinking Routines, Teaching for Understanding, and Habits of Mind
frameworks and pedagogy (see attached Appendix B, Letter of Support and Curriculum
Vitae from Angela K. Salmon, EdD.)
 Integrating community building into Empowerment Teams and Continuum of Care
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Developing original replicable E-SToPP High School’s curricula (modeled after Life
Learning Academy curricula)

E-SToPP High School’s PD and PLC will empower critical learning communities of teachers and
other involved adults who, in turn, will empower E-SToPP students—thus, developing a
sustainable and reciprocal (each one teach one) process. PD and PLC processes will flow
holistically into all E-SToPP High School’s initiatives (e.g., Community Meetings, sports teams,
musical theatre, intensive reading). E-SToPP High School’s unique PD and PLC is the basis for our
transformative team teaching model, which imparts holistic high expectations and a critical
thinking school culture towards students’ positive academic, social, vocational, health and
wellness, and emotional learning outcomes. As an onsite transformative teacher education and
mentoring center for E-SToPP High School’s personnel, our PD and PLC will develop sustainable
teacher education practices that have the potential to influence public schools and juvenile
justice education positively.
Target Population and Student Body
E-SToPP High School’s target population is youth who
 reside in the geographic vicinity of E-SToPP High School, which will be located in one of
seven targeted Miami-Dade County neighborhoods (pending site confirmation), which
have escalated rates of youth-involved violent crime: (a) Carol City, Opa-Locka, Miami
Gardens; (b) Brownsville, Liberty City; (c) Overtown; (d) Coconut Grove; (e) Little Haiti,
North Miami, North Miami Beach; (f) Goulds, West Perrine, Naranja-Modello; (g)
Homestead, Florida City (Lee-Sin, 2008; for more information, see section 14F, p. 72);
 have experienced at least one of the following: suspension, expulsion, delinquency,
incarceration, serious school failure, dropping out, violence, poverty, substance abuse,
abuse, homelessness or foster care, teenage pregnancy or parenthood, or other related
challenges—that is, a student population who is caught in the school-to-prison pipeline.
According to research, youth of color, particularly Black male students with disabilities,
are suspended disproportionately from school compared to White students who exhibit
similar misbehaviors (Fabelo et al., 2911; Losen, 2011; Losen, Martinez, & Gillespie, 2012;
Pfleger & Wiley, 2012). The total suspension rate for these seven neighborhoods is 25.6%
compared to 20.6% for Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS). Black and Hispanic
(compared to White) youth are disproportionately overrepresented. In Miami Gardens
(for an example of representative data related to our targeted student population in one
of the seven targeted neighborhoods), poverty rates range from 9.9% for Hispanics, 17.2%
for Whites, and 25.1% for Blacks even though Hispanics comprise 16%, Whites 55%, and
Black 27% of the population. On the average, reported FCAT Reading/Algebra scores
range from 4-23% and 5-42% respectively. Miami Garden’s property crime levels (6.21%)
tend to be higher than Miami-Dade County’s (5.46%) and Florida’s average level (3.99%).
The same data shows violent crime levels in Miami Gardens (1.85%) tend to be much
higher than Miami-Dade County’s (1.12%) and Florida’s average level (1.71%). In
summary, youth who reside in each of the seven targeted areas are caught in the schoolto-prison pipeline as a result of these and other disproportionate challenges;
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are eligible for dropout prevention and academic intervention programs, according to
Florida statute 1003.53. These students are academically unsuccessful as evidenced by
low test scores, retention, failing grades, low grade point average, falling behind in
earning credits, or not meeting the state or district proficiency levels in reading,
mathematics, or writing. They have a pattern of excessive absenteeism or have been
identified as a habitual truant. They have a history of disruptive behavior in school or
have committed an offense that warrants out-of-school suspension or expulsion from
school according to the district school board’s code of student conduct (i.e., interferes
with the student’s own learning or the educational process of others and requires
attention and assistance beyond that which the traditional program can provide or results
in frequent conflicts of a disruptive nature while the student is under the jurisdiction of
the school either in or out of the classroom); and are eligible to attend and/or are assigned
to a second chance school, based on eligibility for dropout prevention and academic
intervention programs but are not eligible for placement in a program for emotionally
disturbed children;
are eligible, according to the Florida law, which authorizes both dropout prevention and
academic intervention programs (s. 1003.53, F.S.) and educational services in Department
of Juvenile Justice programs (s. 1003.52, F.S.), to receive a high-quality education
designed to meet their unique needs—eligible students include adjudicated delinquent
youth in the custody of Department of Juvenile Justice programs, students who are
academically unsuccessful, students with a pattern of excessive absenteeism or habitual
truancy, students with a history of disruptive behavior, and students who are pregnant or
parenting. Specifically during 2010-2011, the profile of students served in one or more
school district dropout prevention programs (DOP; total of 109,936) at any time were as
follows:
o 62% were male and 38% female
o 39% were Black, 30% White, 28% Hispanic, and 3% other
o 71% of students were enrolled in high school
o 43,046 were served in educational alternatives programs; 33,785 were served in
disciplinary programs; 32,864 were served in juvenile justice programs; and 4,676
were served in teenage parent programs. Additionally, there were 3,832 babies
of teen parents reported.
o 30% were also served in other special programs. Twenty-four percent of DOP
students were served in exceptional student education, 5% in English Language
Learner programs, and less than 1% in migrant education. Of exceptional
education students served in DOP, 50% were most likely identified as specific
learning disability, followed by emotional/behavioral disability at 22%, intellectual
disabilities at 4%, gifted at 8%, or other exceptionality at 16% (FDOE, 2012, p.1).

The goal of E-SToPP High School is to develop a “safe haven” through grass-roots collaborative
means for advancing education for distressed, underprivileged, and disenfranchised young
people who have experienced at least one of the above challenges. By providing a “safe haven”
in which to advance education, E-SToPP High School will help mitigate obstacles that limit our
target population and student body’s educational opportunities.
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Youth may be referred to E-SToPP schools and educational opportunities by public, alternative
education, and juvenile justice education school personnel; juvenile judges; probation officers;
families; community members; other concerned adults; or their peers as an alternative to
suspension, expulsion, serious school failure, parole, incarceration, and related challenges.
Instead of undergoing traditional academic or court-related assessment for remediation,
therapy, rehabilitation, incarceration, or punitive programs, youth may choose to interview for
entrance into our diploma-granting college preparatory “safe haven” schools. Youth who commit
to change their life during the next 4+ years and agree to follow our guiding principles, which
provide rules of respect for everyone to follow (youth and adults), are accepted.
E-SToPP’s “safe haven” community-based reentry schools will provide youth with transformative
and equitable educational opportunities based on high expectations. Research shows that when
students are engaged and empowered in authentic learning, they are significantly more likely to
attend school consistently [link pending: click here for more about our transformative high-school
curriculum]. E-SToPP schools seek the following goals:
 Over 90% of our students to graduate from high school with at least 3 sophisticated
vocational or entrepreneurial skills and 3 internships (provided by our community
partners) that augment their high-school major
 At least 60% of our graduates to continue on to higher education and 40% to enter
vocational programs or work full time
Projection
Projected student enrollment and class size for the first five years is as follows (see Attachment
9 Student Enrollment Chart):
Network of Schools

Grade Level

First School
Second School
Third School
Fourth School
Fifth School
Sixth School
Seventh School

9-16
9-16
9-16
9-16
9-16

Total Projected
Student Enrollment
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Students Per Class /
Empowerment Team
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

E-SToPP High School’s population projection of 60 students per school with a teacher student
ratio of 15:1 is supported by critical small schools and small learning communities (SLC)
philosophy. SLC have been shown to improve student academic achievement in large public high
schools with enrollments of 1,000 or more students. E-SToPP High School SLC (which we refer to
as Empowerment Teams) will include small autonomous grade level groups of teachers and
students, beginning in 9th grade. Our SLC will support students with infrastructures such as multigrade academies organized around career interests or other themes, cohorts in which small
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groups of students remain together throughout high school, and personalization strategies, such
as student advisories, family advocate systems, and mentoring programs (see
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/slcp/index.html).
Each community-based school will be small, serving 60 or fewer students per grade level [link
pending: click here to read about the justification for small community schools]. To develop each
school in a grass-roots fashion, we will initiate our holistic care philosophy by empowering the
teachers, youth, their families, and community members to help create their school, discuss their
immediate struggles, discuss their dreams, and pursue their interests, talents, and goals through
authentic enterprises. In this way, we will work together in grass-roots fashion, encouraging
those involved to create their own neighborhood’s “safe haven.” By working together as an
extended critical community of practice on what seems impossible and thinking outside of the
traditional box, we can provide hope for a new life and begin to eliminate the school-to-prison
pipeline.
Small schools provide a more intimate learning environment, which will help reduce dropout
rates, keep more students interested in academics, and limit the number of students who get
lost in the crowd at high school. According to the U.S. Department of Education’s report, Violence
and Discipline Problems in US Public Schools: 1996-97, “over 50% of small school principals report
negligible discipline problems, compared to only 14 % of large school principals. In comparison,
large schools with over 1,000 students have 825% more violent crime, 270% more vandalism,
394 % more fights and assaults and 1000% more incidents with weapons” (see
http://www.prorev.com/schoolsmall.htm).
School Day
E-SToPP schools, classrooms, and educational opportunities will move away from the factory
model and toward a culturally specific community atmosphere model that encourages face-toface meetings, study groups, physical activities, problem solving, journalism enterprises,
theatrical performances, and other exhibitions [link pending: click here for more about the factory
model versus the E-SToPP model]. Bells and other traditional formalities not conducive to active
teaching and learning are eliminated. The daily schedule encourages sophisticated projectbased, experiential, culture talk circle learning, collaborative cutting-edge technological problem
solving ventures, and various business enterprises. Classes (i.e., transformative Wilderness or
Everglades orientations, organic gardening projects) will be conducted outside as needed.
Students will be transported to and from school, which is located in their community or
neighborhood. Transportation to and from school ensures continuity, safety, and support for
students from highly at risk communities, relieving families of stressors related to living in
poverty. Depending on each youth’s situation, he or she may be transported by public schoolapproved bus companies or provided with bus passes they can use on city busses. Partnerships
could be developed with vehicle rental companies that provide the transportation or free bus
passes and E-SToPP provides interns who learn the business aspects of the rental car company.
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Each extended school day will begin with a whole-group community meeting, continue with
sophisticated academic courses, and end with collaborative mentorships, projects, and
enterprises (i.e., renovating a building, running a publishing company). Each teacher will work
with no more than 15 students per class, depending on the students’ needs. Each teacher will
facilitate a supportive advisory cohort to teach his or her students to take responsibility for the
school and larger community. Advisory cohorts operate as critical communities of practice that
take part in group processes, presentations of learning, progressing to become mentors to each
other, student governance to determine school policies, and experiential sophisticated academic
project-based curricula.
Since we approach education holistically, much of students’ advising will go on while working
side by side with their teachers. For example, teams of teachers may integrate biology, math,
health, nutrition, economics, culinary arts, and community service through an urban gardening
business project. Students will grow and provide fresh produce to community members. They
will cook meals daily from organic produce grown in the school gardens. As a critical community
of practice, they may realize a need in the community for a restaurant, farmer’s market, or school
café, and commit to building it themselves; such notions will be encouraged and facilitated with
business partners, mentors, and community members. This empowering process will augment
students’ academic knowledge as they build community and serve the public. In advisory groups,
teachers and students will also make decisions about how to accomplish high-school graduation
and life-long learning by getting involved in high-quality academic courses mandated by the
public school district as well as AP and dual credit courses. They will decide which internships
and sophisticated vocational and entrepreneurial projects will augment their social and academic
skills. Students will enter one of our schools to stay until they graduate from high school
successfully—a core equity-based E-SToPP concept!
We will offer many entrepreneurial and on-site career development opportunities that involve
students in real-life projects integrated with academics. For example, if teenage parents need
child care so they can attend school regularly, the group may, for example, get involved building
an early childhood education center adjacent to the “safe haven” school. In partnership with
construction businesses and early childhood faculty in the community, this center would be built
and staffed by students and other community partners interested in pursuing the building trade,
child care, or teaching as a future profession, thus fulfilling a need for the school and providing a
transferable skill for the students.
Since we will have extended school days, students may be interested in our student-run culinary
arts program. Professional restaurant, catering, or vocational chefs will teach students to
prepare daily meals for the school in a commercial kitchen and to operate the school’s
neighborhood café or artists-in-residence restaurant. Students’ experiences in the café or
restaurant will be integrated into academic classes that (for example) teach computer
programming for purchasing and inventory control, advanced math for bookkeeping,
communication, public speaking related to sales, and culinary arts. Researching the history and
traditions of a given culture to determine menus and ingredients provides the basis for history
and cultural diversity lessons, and requires literacy and research skills including the use of the
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library and internet. Students will also learn to grow and harvest herbs and vegetables in our
community-based garden and plan meals with an emphasis on health and nutrition.
Since our school encourages learning opportunities in critical communities of practice that thrive
on students’ and teachers’ innovative ideas, students will be more likely to accomplish many reallife learning projects, such as becoming responsible for creating and implementing their own
website for each school, writing proposals to request funding and hands-on direction from
community business partner local construction companies, to (for example) help them build
state-of-the art computer labs, performing arts theaters, journalism work rooms, innovative
classrooms, and open areas for community and other meetings from scratch. This is real world
transformative literacy learning and collaboration that motivates people of all ages, all levels of
learning, and all walks of life to develop hope for a new life, make restitution to others, to believe
in themselves, and to make long-lasting changes.
The E-SToPP “safe haven” reentry model is uniquely self-sustainable. Our ultimate goal is for
each safe haven school to become self-sustainable after 5 years. Upholding our guiding
philosophy at each school, we will integrate sophisticated academics and real life learning by
creating side businesses that provide income for each safe haven school as well as employment
opportunities for participating youth, families, and community members. These side businesses
will also teach youth (and other participants) the academic, vocational, social, health, and
entrepreneurial tools and skills necessary to lead productive lives in our society. They will
become the teachers for the next grade level that enters the school, who will become the
teachers for the next grade level who enters the school, thus sustaining grass-roots development
of enterprises at each school. From the grass-roots growth of each enterprise at each school, our
graduates and their families will be invested in continuing the good work that they began by
continuing their own education and becoming their neighborhood school’s mentors, partners,
and staff. Then, youth (and other participants), who previously helped build a unique “safe
haven” school in their own neighborhood will lead the way by teaching others in another
neighborhood to develop their own school.
We hope to expand this model by building a network of “safe haven” reentry programs, schools,
and communities (which will have a centralized reentry center and/or substations in participating
schools that want to transform their own culture) throughout a variety of underprivileged
neighborhoods across Miami, Florida. This model will empower and grow youth who become
lifelong students and leaders in their own community and society. It has the potential for
widespread growth at school district, state, national, and global levels. Ultimately, we will be
worlds ahead of the way underclass youth are traditionally educated by building a “safe haven”
network for eradicating the school-to-prison pipeline one youth, family, school, and
neighborhood at a time.
Our E-SToPP model utilizes community engagement at the grass-roots level to empower the
participants and encourage growth as they gain the tools and skills to become leaders and
entrepreneurs in their own community. This is a community effort! To complete our E-SToPP
vision, we invite the broader community to join us in making the impossible become the
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inevitable. Our “safe haven” reentry model focuses on four areas: holistic care, empowering
education, sustainability, and social entrepreneurship—which encompass our initiatives and
goals for providing hope and saving lives, one youth, family, school, and neighborhood at a time.
Curriculum and Instruction
E-SToPP schools will offer personalized empowering education, which focuses on students
reentering (by making restitution) to society through community engagement, service, and
accountability. Our school, extra-curricular, and after-school activities and enterprises will be
innovative, invigorating, and involve students in giving back to their community and family in
community-building activities and enterprises. In return (reciprocal restitution), society will
restore authentic opportunities for students to enter the mainstream successfully and
legitimately. Our schools’ curriculum and instruction will build on students’ interests, strengths,
and cultural backgrounds rather than focus on their problems in order to teach them how to be
successful in mainstream society. Traditional academic courses, nontraditional academic
electives, as well as sophisticated vocational, health, and entrepreneurial themes and projects
will be integrated to mirror real world learning. Valid and affirming curricula will focus on our
students’ ethnic identities and their historical, cultural, and socio-political condition. It will
provide equitable treatment, empowering education, supportive teaching, and full-service
attention to our students and their families and communities. Transformative literacy learning,
cutting-edge technology, and social media will be fused into all curricula, projects,
entrepreneurial enterprises, and clubs, including journalism, foreign languages, drama, physical
education, sports, dance, the arts, and music.
E-SToPP schools, curricula, courses, and extra-curricular activities will be accomplished through
culturally specific sophisticated project-based learning, career, and entrepreneurial enterprises.
All teaching and learning will holistically augment each student’s emotional, mental, academic,
social, interpersonal needs and goals for healthy living. Students will be involved extensively in
all aspects of school governance and management, community internships, community-building
and community-service projects, and actual in-school entrepreneurial and career development
programs. For example, we will support and encourage a school café and catering service,
publishing company, ethnic bookstore, cultural arts museum, automotive service center, and
bicycle or boat repair shop [link pending: click here to view a sample project-based lesson],
depending on each community’s or neighborhood’s needs and goals.
Teams of teachers will develop sophisticated project-based school-wide thematic curricula from
which each student chooses a major that is studied and maintained throughout his or her entire
high school career with us. Within each major is a set of vocational and academic activities that
will become a student’s area of focus. Thematic majors will provide multiple opportunities for
teams of teachers to create project-based lessons designed to involve students in rigorous
academic curricula, internships, and other experiences that encourage a sense of responsibility,
citizenship, discipline, confidence, self-respect, and community service. This type of authentic
holistic education will provide students with an empowering supportive environment conducive
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to graduating from high school ready for college, work, and life as healthy leaders in their
community [link pending: click here to view sample schedule of classes].
E-SToPP’s “Safe Haven” Reentry Educational Model
E-SToPP High School plans an extended school day and year schedule (when fully funded), which
will give students the opportunity to engage in a wide variety of experiences and classes beyond
the regular 5-hour school day and 180-day school year. Daily block periods will give students
opportunities to engage in critical dialogue, comprehensive thematic study, project-based
learning, enterprises, career development, internships, mentorships, and community
involvement (see chart below). Community Meetings (CM) will occur weekdays from 8-9 am and
14 Saturdays, 6 Holidays, and 18 Recesses (SHR) from 9-10 am (breakfast). Empowerment Teams
(ET) will convene weekdays between 9 am – 12 pm and 1-3 pm. Socialization, Sustenance, and
Rejuvenation (SSR) will take place daily and SHR from 12-1 pm (lunch). Continuum of Care (CC)
will take place weekdays from 3-6 pm (healthy snacks). The Community Learning Center (CLC)
will be open to the public week nights from 6-8 pm (dinner) and SHR between 10 am-12 pm and
1-4 pm (see chart below).
E-SToPP High School
Extended Daily Schedule
Day /
Time
8:009:00
9-12:00

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

SHR

CM

CM

CM

CM

CM

ET

ET

ET

ET

ET

CM; CLC

12-1:00

SSR

SSR

SSR

SSR

SSR

SSR

1-3:00

ET

ET

ET

ET

ET

CLC

3-6:00

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC

6-8:00

CLC

CLC

CLC

CLC

CLC

Total
Hours

(11)

(11)

(11)

(11)

(11)

(5)

Miami-Dade County Public Schools Juvenile Justice Education Calendar
240 days x 11 IH / day = 2640 IH / year
+ 5 I H / day x 14 designated Saturdays + 6 holidays + 18 recesses = 190 IH / year
= total of 2830 IH / year
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E-SToPP High School plans to follow the M-DCPS Juvenile Justice Education annual calendar of
240 days (see Appendix A). After E-SToPP High School is fully funded and up and running, the
240-day calendar with extended hours will provide each student with (a) 11 instructional hours
per day (i.e., 660 instructional minutes per day) which equals 2640 instructional hours per year
(5 of these hours per day [i.e., 300 instructional minutes per day] highlighted in the chart above,
for which we seek M-DCPS sponsorship for the proposed charter school, comprise required
academic courses for public high school graduation. Five hours per day for 180 days per year
equals 900 instructional hours per year); (b) 5 additional instructional hours per day (i.e., 300
instructional minutes per day) for 14 designated Saturdays, 6 holidays, and 18 recesses, which
equals 190 instructional hours per year; (c) for a total of 2830 instructional hours per year when
fully funded for full services described in this application.
Florida charter school statute, 1003.53, states that dropout prevention and academic
intervention programs may differ from traditional educational programs and schools in
scheduling, administrative structure, philosophy, curriculum, or setting and shall employ
alternative teaching methodologies, curricula, learning activities, and diagnostic and assessment
procedures in order to meet the needs, interests, abilities, and talents of eligible students. The
educational program shall provide curricula, character development and law education, and
related services that support the program goals and lead to improved performance in the areas
of academic achievement, attendance, and discipline. As a dropout prevention and academic
intervention program, E-SToPP High School’s educational program differs from traditional
educational programs as follows.
E-SToPP High School’s proposed educational program has been designed to provide a “safe
haven” campus for students (who are eligible for dropout prevention and academic intervention,
including second chance schools) to develop academic, social, vocational, entrepreneurial,
critical thinking, and health and wellness skills while simultaneously learning subject matter
required for high school graduation. To accomplish these goals, E-SToPP High School’s
educational program will provide school-wide integrated holistic care, empowering education,
sustainability, and social entrepreneurship opportunities. Although the major components of
our proposed educational program are described below separately, they will be integrated in
practice throughout our extended school day and school year (when fully funded).
Community Meeting—The Community Meeting is a transformative literacy experience that will
empower and prepare our students for leadership at school and in life. The Community Meeting
will occur each morning during breakfast to begin the school day on a positive note and help
sustain our school culture of critical thinking, nonviolence, and peacemaking. All faculty, staff,
and students (as well as volunteer trained facilitators) will attend and ultimately facilitate
Community Meeting sessions. The Community Meeting will facilitate purposeful alternatives to
violence through experiential team-building, community-building, positive dialogue, conflict
mediation, leadership, and peer-mentoring in a critical learning community. Skills learned in the
Community Meeting will be incorporated into the culture of each class and endeavor at E-SToPP
High School. The experiential and dialogic nature of the Community Meeting will promote our
guiding principles, academic achievement, cognitive engagement, cultural strengths, critical
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literacies, positive social behaviors, productive interpersonal relationships, and wise decision
making necessary for students to become contributing members of their family, school,
community, and society. As students engage and become confident in the Community Meeting
format, they will begin teaching each other and hold each other accountable for developing the
sustainable “safe haven” community at E-SToPP High School.
The Community Meeting experiential curricula will encourage team-building, communitybuilding, alternatives to violence, and presentations of learning – exhibitions through Freireaninspired (Freire, 2000) transformative literacy experiences. The Community Meeting experiential
lessons will be based on variations of (a) Freirean Culture Talk Circles; (b) Life Learning Academy’s
(LLA) Wilderness Orientation Curricula, Multi-Racial Curricula, and Nonviolence Curricula; (c)
Help Increase the Peace Program curricula and Alternatives to Violence Project (AVP) curricula
(Liss, 2006); and (d) Presentations of Learning – Exhibitions (e.g., Theater of the Oppressed; Boal,
2006). The Community Meeting will provide invaluable opportunities for all students to bond
with each other and their teacher and other involved adults as they prepare to face the
challenges and expectations of their unique school community. The Community Meeting will
create an educational environment that values, celebrates, and supports our multi-racial and
multi-ethnic students through the broader principles of diversity and equity. The Community
Meeting may be conducted outside and/or as workshops over extended periods of time as
needed to develop a nonviolent school culture and sustain our “safe haven” learning
environment. For example, an intensive week-long nonviolence orientation will present students
with an interdisciplinary exploration of nonviolence, anti-violence, and conflict de-escalation.
Students will use creative, artistic, and social skills to create a realistic theatrical performance
that demonstrates common ways for violence to erupt and models real-world nonviolent or antiviolent tactics and strategies that can de-escalate conflict and address problems respectfully,
safely, and without violence. See attached Appendix C, sample lesson plan from Day 1 of Life
Learning Academy’s downloadable Project-Based Curriculum, week-long intensive nonviolence
workshop. For the complete “Stack Peace: A Nonviolence Curriculum, see
http://www.lifelearningacademysf.org/pdf/curricula/NV_Curricula.pdf.
The Community Meeting will provide the venue for Presentations of Learning – Exhibitions
(PoLE), which are periodic, end-of-term, and end-of-year authentic assessments. During PoLE,
students present or perform projects they have been involved in developing, conducting, and
constructing. They perform and assess their own work and receive authentic feedback from
audiences made up of teachers, peers, audiences, community members, and business, health,
and other professional mentors. E-SToPP High School will use PoLE to emphasize our guiding
philosophy and principles, which focus on the idea that students must not only gain academic
knowledge and demonstrate personal growth but they must be able teach others and share their
newly acquired skills for the betterment of their community.
Toward the end of each term, all students, with the guidance and assistance of their staff advisor
(explained in Advisory System, beginning p. 23), will prepare a 10-minute presentation to
demonstrate an acquired skill or area of knowledge. Demonstrations will be designed to highlight
a specific area of interest for the student and are completely original. Depending on funding
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available for various project-based supplies, students will create visuals, organize multimedia
presentations or science experiments (however, Theater of the Oppressed, which involves
impromptu skits, requires no supplies), prepare culinary projects, or rehearse skits during the
week prior to PoLE Day. Presentations will be required to incorporate at least one of E-SToPP
High School’s Guiding Principles. Finally, students will prepare for 10 minutes of questions, where
audience members can ask the presenter questions about their presentation, visual displays,
specific classes, internships, personal growth, or Empowerment Teams. On PoLE Day, students,
staff, and invited community guests will circulate throughout the school and attend various
student presentations, during which staff and invited guests will sit on review panels, ask
questions, make notes, and fill out the E-SToPP High School PoLE rubric. Staff and students will
also participate in other ways by helping out as in-room hosts, presentation timers,
videographers, audience members, hospitality attendants, and presentation assistants.
Empowerment Teams—Empowerment Teams are critical learning communities of 15-20 or
fewer students involved in transformative literacy experiences across the curriculum (explained
further in Section 4, Curriculum Plan, beginning p. 30). Empowerment Teams will be empowered
and involved in holistic and sustainable teaching and learning experiences for 5 instructional
hours a day during the regular school year (see highlighted section of E-SToPP High School
Extended Day Schedule, p. 18). Empowerment Teams will encourage students’ sense of
community, responsibility, citizenship, discipline, confidence, self-respect, service, and
accountability. E-SToPP High School’s ninth-graders will form a cohort who moves with a group
of culturally responsive teachers over their four years of high school. This practice of looping will
increase academic continuity and positive student learning outcomes, peer camaraderie, and
teacher-student-parent/guardian relationships.
Upon entrance to E-SToPP High School, each student will select a preferred high school major
from four thematic environmental topics, forming different 9th-grade Empowerment Teams
(classes/cohorts). Required 9th-grade academic and elective courses will be integrated into each
Empowerment Team’s major topic of study during two (3-hour and 2-hour) daily block periods.
Students will participate daily in their chosen Empowerment Team to accomplish graduation
requirements. Empowerment Teams will collaborate on unique thematic lessons focused around
different career paths, applying theories through hands-on activities. Empowerment Teams will
devise their own social entrepreneurial and project-based learning within flexible spaces with
guidance from teachers and other involved volunteer experts. Students will move from space to
space, work outside, or travel to various parts of the community as needed (when fully funded)
to accomplish classes, social entrepreneurial work, and requirements for high school graduation.
Empowerment Team studies will develop and integrate students’ academic, social, vocational,
critical thinking, and health and wellness skills. Empowerment Team schedules will allow both
students and teachers (the critical learning community) the expanse of time needed to explore
thematic topics in depth. Students can delve into applications of each subject area and can get
first-hand experience with Empowerment Team teachers, vocational, career, and volunteer
community partners. They can engage in community service learning in team-specific ways.
Empowerment Teams require dually-certified content-area, special education, and/or reading
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education teachers who can meet the unique academic needs of our students; vocational
teachers who are competent in manipulating capital-intensive equipment of various enterprises,
such as the school’s neighborhood Café enterprise; and elective-specialist teachers who—
together—can integrate or facilitate project-based lessons.
Rather than focusing on academic, vocational, or entrepreneurial courses separately, we will
incorporate them into each Empowerment Team’s major thematic topic of study to enhance
learning in different areas. Empowerment Teams will work in small group settings for
personalized attention and problem solving endeavors rather than as lecture courses. For
example, science or math concepts via the online Khan Academy may be incorporated into a
gardening project for the school’s neighborhood Café enterprise. Students will discuss what they
have learned, mentor or teach each other as a critical learning community, and problem solve
what they do not understand. They will learn to inquire and think like mathematicians, scientists,
chefs, and restaurateurs (in this example) during the Khan Academy lesson and related hands-on
gardening experiences.
Students who do not display an interest or aptitude in academic skills will be engaged in learning
vocational skills through academics. Students with limited academic skills but strong vocational
aptitude will be engaged to learn academics through one of our project-based vocational or
entrepreneurial areas. For example, Empowerment Teams may learn entrepreneurial and math
skills by purchasing food, developing inventory, or working the cash register for their school’s
neighborhood Café enterprise. Students may learn such skills as business planning, budgeting,
designing products, and effective communication with local vendors. Professional restaurant,
catering, or vocational chefs may volunteer or be contracted (depending on funding available) to
teach students to prepare daily meals in a commercial kitchen and/or to operate the school’s
neighborhood Café.
Students’ experiences in the Café (for example) will be integrated into such academic classes as
computer programming for inventory control, advanced math for bookkeeping, and public
speaking related to sales. Researching the history and traditions of a given culture to determine
menus and ingredients will provide the basis for history and cultural diversity lessons, and
requires literacy and research skills including the use of the library and the Internet. Students
will also learn to grow and harvest herbs and vegetables in our community-based garden and
plan meals with an emphasis on health and nutrition. We will offer a range of entrepreneurial
and on-site career development opportunities that involve Empowerment Teams in real-life
project-based learning that is integrated with academics over the course of 4 years.
Socialization, Sustenance, and Rejuvenation—Socialization, Sustenance, and Rejuvenation is
designed to give students and staff time to get to know each other, have (and help grow and
prepare) lunch, and gain energy and encouragement to pursue their workload successfully. This
concept models healthy living. Free time encourages students and staff to rest, read, play
basketball, think, or simply talk to each other in a relaxed atmosphere.
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Continuum of Care—Continuum of Care is a holistic philosophy and practice designed to increase
students’ success in high school. E-SToPP High School’s Continuum of Care encourages and
supports students and parents or guardians to get involved through community engagement in
the advisory system, through empowerment support teams, and through health and wellness
support teams. Continuum of Care also encourages and provides community internships,
community-building and community-service projects, and actual in-school entrepreneurial and
career development programs, depending on the community’s or neighborhood’s needs and
goals (Council of State Governments Justice Center, 2011; Grant & Zwier, 2011; Ordoñez-Jasis &
Jasis, 2011). We will create and maintain a continuously updated repertory of community
resources in order to offer students realistic choices in the skills they want to acquire via available
partners. We will seek community members and community partners who will get involved in or
provide internships, mentorships, and other activities. Teams will often overlap, which may lead
to increased employment and educational opportunities for parents or guardians. Continuum of
Care is an integral part of our educational program, designed to encourage positive interpersonal
relationships, cross-cultural exchange, and racial uplift. The overall goal of E-SToPP’s Continuum
of Care is to provide holistic care that addresses and augments each student’s emotional,
psychological, academic, social, and interpersonal needs and goals for healthy living. Continuum
of Care involves Advisory System, Empowerment Support Teams, Health and Wellness Support
Teams, Internships, Mentorships, and Community Learning Center as described below.

Advisory System—Advisory system will help maintain the critical learning community
“safe haven” atmosphere at E-SToPP High School. Advisory system will provide the experiential
format and support for students’ extensive involvement in advisory groups, student governance,
student council, leadership, and communication with others. Each student, upon entering ESToPP High School, will be assigned to an advisory group of 6-15 students and one advisor from
their Empowerment Team teaching staff who will meet as a regular weekly class after school.
These small core groups of students and advisors will encourage involvement and connection to
the larger school community. Advisory groups will provide support and discussion of the E-SToPP
High School community-building and guiding principles as they relate to students’ academic and
personal lives. They will discuss a number of issues pertinent to the group members throughout
the year, including new school rules, school-wide events, projects, individual student behavior in
classes, academic performance, presentations of learning exhibitions, mentorships, internships,
jobs, college and career strategies, and summer plans. Assigning students to a single advisor also
allows students and their parents or guardians to have a specific contact person at the school.
Alternatively, when it is important to contact parents or guardians, it is most often the student’s
advisor who gets in contact with the home. Advisors and other staff will be provided pertinent
counseling and social work training if they do not already have it. The advisory system will
encourage a positive connection between parents or guardians and a particular staff member
which, in turn, facilitates more thorough and honest communication between school and home.
Open lines of communication between home and school make it easier to express praise or
address concerns.
Students will learn to conduct student governance and student council meetings, based on
experiential lessons from Life Learning Academy’s Leadership Class Curriculum and student
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governance model. At E-SToPP High School, we believe that all of our students can and will learn
leadership skills. Our goal is for all E-SToPP High School students to build on their individual
strengths to become potential school leaders and serve on student governance committees and
Student Council at some time during our high school career with us. Therefore, Leadership
Classes will be essential to support future and currently serving Student Council members’
personal growth and leadership development. This experiential course, taught by advisors who
have become certified facilitators of the Leadership Class Curriculum during PD, will focus on
cultivating teenagers’ leadership skills and providing opportunities for students to practice what
they have learned. The course will have three key components: (a) a series of leadership training
workshops; (b) regular student governance and Student Council meetings (or mock meetings for
those preparing to participate in Student Council) to address internal E-SToPP High School
student dynamics; and (c) team building and growth opportunities for students to apply and
model their leadership training to youth and groups outside of school. Through all three
components, students will reflect on their personal growth as leaders and their responsibility to
the school community.
Through this leadership curriculum, we seek to increase Student Council members’ leadership
skills in order to enable them to become effective peer leaders and mentors at E-SToPP High
School. We also seek to develop in our students an understanding of how to diffuse charged
situations before they get out of control or become violent. In addition, we seek to increase the
sense of community and shared responsibility between members of the Student Council and their
peers. We seek as well to provide students with the encouragement and opportunity to impart
their leadership knowledge and skills to other students outside of E-SToPP High School and to
work with other schools that wish to implement our student governance model. Finally, our
leadership curriculum will empower students to identify, analyze, and replicate examples of
positive leadership skills illustrated in the media of film and music (e.g., Gershwin’s or Tupac’s
life story) and in multicultural literature, historical accounts, speeches, or biographies. See
attached Appendix D sample lesson plan from “Leaders in Film” Life Learning Academy’s
downloadable Leadership Class Curriculum or see complete leadership class curriculum at
http://www.lifelearningacademysf.org/pdf/curricula/2.0_LeadershipCurriculum_LeadershipClas
sCurriculum.pdf
Periodically throughout the year, more than one advisory group may meet to discuss specific
common concerns in a student governance format. Discussing concerns in a safe, productive
atmosphere helps students make healthy life choices and prepare for successful futures. In a
culture of healthy dialogue among staff and students, positive communication, conflict
management, and student governance will become the norm. The combined advisory group
meeting may begin with advisors stating a problem or concern that the administration, staff,
community members, or students have noticed in the school in general or with a specific student
or students. Students will be encouraged to speak freely and honestly about the issues
addressed. Though difficult at first for students to warm up to the group advisory/student
governance process, they will become more comfortable and engaged when they see the process
as safe and productive over time. Group advisory process rules, Robert’s Rules of Order, and
alternatives to violence learned and experienced in the Community Meeting will be maintained.
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The group advisory process is designed to facilitate equitable conversation within the school
community. It will provide opportunities for students and staff to vent frustrations, air concerns,
and provide safe advice and counsel to each other.
E-SToPP High School’s student governance model will promote accountability and leadership
within the student body and the community. Although student governance will be initiated in
small advisory groups and other aspects of the curricula, we will eventually develop a School
Council, the school’s disciplinary body—akin to Teen Court. Experienced students will be
selected to serve on the school’s Student Council. When students behave in ways that are
counterproductive to the values of E-SToPP High School, Student Council provides a meeting
place and time for peers and staff to discuss and solve such problematic issues. Students will
slowly begin connecting with each other and building the school community together. They will
be drawn in by the caring and committed school community where lives are changed. Students
will be encouraged to tell stories of their journeys from near total school failure, violence, and
apathy, to an experience and practice of living in a supportive community of practice which they
are responsible for creating and maintaining every day.
E-SToPP High School’s commitment to student governance will be demonstrated by the high level
of student involvement in many aspects of our school programming. We will encourage students
to help design new curricula, prepare school meals (potentially in the school’s neighborhood
Café), provide tutoring and peer counseling, and run Student Council which plays a critical role in
determining school policies and proactive student discipline. The success of this experiential
model has been evidenced at Life Learning Academy by the fact that they have never had a fight
at their school. This is remarkable considering the violent histories of many of their students.
Students influence peer behavior, they are held accountable by their peers, and they do not
tolerate any form of violence. E-SToPP High School will serve students similar to Life Learning
Academy’s student population who has had histories of violence and related challenges. Thus,
we will model our student governance after Life Learning Academy’s model
(www.lifelearningacademysf.org).
While the Principal and Assistant Principal at E-SToPP High School will be primarily responsible
for ensuring that parents, students, staff and the community have a voice in school operations,
Student Council leaders, with the guidance and support of staff, will be responsible for daily
student governance and peer guidance. The basic Life Learning Academy selection process for
Student Council membership will be followed. However, E-SToPP High School will adjust the
process with grass-roots collaborative input from our own staff, stakeholders, teachers, and
students. New Student Council members will be selected at the beginning of each school year
after the first one. All students must attend E-SToPP High School for at least one year before
they will be considered for Student Council. This means that our first 9th-grade class will help
develop and then become the first Student Council during their 10th-grade year. To be
considered for Student Council, students must show a commitment to the school community,
which is demonstrated by making progress toward changing the behaviors that previously led to
school failure. In short, students must be following all school rules/guiding principles, have
excellent attendance, and show academic progress. However, we will expect all students to
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participate in a Student Council leadership role at some time during their high school career with
us. Over the course of the school year, the Principal and Assistant Principal will identify students
who are demonstrating personal strength during periods of discomfort or personal challenges.
This strength will often be seen in a willingness to work through conflicts with peers, volunteer
for school events/activities, work collaboratively with peers on school projects, and develop
strong, open lines of communication with the adults at the school. At Life Learning Academy, all
potential Student Council members meet individually with the Principal and Assistant Principal
first to assess their own desire to be a Student Council member. Students must voluntarily join
Student Council. Any student who expresses that they do not want the added responsibility
during a particular term will not be asked to be on the Student Council.
The basic Life Learning Academy process for student governance / Student Council will be
followed. Again, E-SToPP High School will adjust the process with grass-roots collaborative input
from our own staff, stakeholders, teachers, and students. Throughout the school day, staff and
support teams will communicate with the Principal if a student violates school policies and
regulations. The Principal will log warranted concerns into the Student Council binder. This
binder will then be passed on to the assigned Student Council members for that day. Student
Council members will be veteran students, who, in the opinion of the staff, model the behaviors
and attitudes consistent to E-SToPP High School’s guiding principles. Each afternoon, two
student council members along with the Principal and/or one veteran staff member will meet to
discuss logged students’ infractions. Students who are referred to the Student Council will be
assembled by school staff and, one at a time, will meet with the Student Council to discuss their
infractions. These meetings, which will last 5-10 minutes, are designed to create a space for open
dialogue between the veteran students and the students who have violated the school rules
and/or policies. Students referred to Student Council are invited to openly and frankly discuss
their infraction in order to voice their concerns and feelings. Student Council will then discuss
positive strategies of success with the referred student, while thoroughly explaining why their
behavior is unacceptable at E-SToPP High School. It is the goal of Student Council for referred
students to better understand their behavior and recognize strategies for success.
After the discussion, Student Council members, with the advice of the staff member, will assign
a natural consequence to the student for his or her infraction. This natural consequence must
increase future success in the guiding principles as well as transformative literacy development.
For example, a student who bullied another student may be required to write a one-page letter
stating what they did and how they intend to change their actions in the future. Then, this letter
will be read to the student who was bullied in front of other classmates who observed the actions
(critical learning community). Discussion and comments will be welcomed as positive feedback
during this learning situation. The letter will be kept in the student’s portfolio for an example of
authentic assessment, decisionmaking, evaluation, and goal setting.
This becomes a teachable moment in a critical learning community. Instead of punitive measures
that lead to exclusionary discipline practices, we will encourage reciprocal restitution—the ability
to both give and receive, teach and learn. Reciprocal Restitution requires that those who break
rules must engage in behavior and action that “make good” on their infraction. Additionally,
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Reciprocal Restitution requires that the larger community accept these actions as “fixing” the
problem. The likely discomfort of the “victim” will also be dealt with by using suggestions in
alternatives to violence and/or conflict resolution / mediation literature. For example, a support
“buddy” will be available for the victim and/or to both parties for an extended period of time as
they work through the issues. The Student Council at E-SToPP High School will be designed to
help the entire student body become positive members of their community. By encouraging
students to discuss their concerns and behavior, Student Council will allow students to become
part of the school governance process. Instead of scolding, excluding, or suspending students for
inappropriate behavior, the Student Council system will offer an opportunity for students to
engage in their own personal growth that will extend to and benefit the school’s critical learning
community “safe haven.” Referrals to Student Council, dialogue, and a natural consequence of
social and academic learning complete the circle of Reciprocal Restitution, which includes the
entire student body in school governance.

Empowerment Support Teams—Each student will be assigned an on-site Empowerment
Support Team to help ensure his or her Empowerment Team success, composed of his or her
parent or guardian, a culturally competent school counselor and/or social worker, mentor (e.g.,
internship provider), faculty advisor, and special educator to address his or her unique academic
and social needs during high school. The Empowerment Support Team will work closely in order
for students to complete official documentation and/or court requirements, develop pro-social
behaviors, succeed in internships and mentorships, find employment, succeed in academic
coursework, and stay in school.

Health and Wellness Support Teams—Each student will also be assigned a culturally
competent Health and Wellness Support Team to help ensure his or her Empowerment Team
success, composed of his or her parent or guardian, a healthcare professional, mental health
professional, physical and health education teacher, and mentor (e.g., faith-based community
member) and social worker. The Health and Wellness Support Team will help families develop
natural community supports that encourage positive social behaviors, academic achievement,
and healthy lives through Attachment, Self-Regulation, and Competency (ARC) Clinical Services,
Multi-Systemic Therapy (MST), Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), and other collaborative
approaches and frameworks for intervention with youth and families who have experienced
multiple
and/or
prolonged
traumatic
stress
(e.g.,
see
http://www.traumacenter.org/research/ascot.php). Health and Wellness Support Teams are an
extension of the empowerment support team, involving parents or guardians in prevention and
health development of their child, family, and school. Health and wellness activities will address
students’ social, mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual needs and goals. Health and wellness
activities will incorporate required electives (PE and Health) and extra-curricular (team- and selfesteem building) activities (e.g., team sports, dance, gardening, sailing). Bringing teams together
to support students through holistic care complements our vision of providing grass-roots quality
education and love, one youth, family, school, and neighborhood at a time. Teamwork and
developing students’ overall self-esteem will also enable E-SToPP High School to provide open
access, collaboration, and accountability to our stakeholders.
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Internships—E-SToPP High School will offer student paid internships designed to enhance
students’ academic studies with real-world work experience. E-SToPP High School will
incorporate experiential project-based learning into internships with local restaurateurs or
professional chefs, banks, early childhood development centers, and newspaper companies or
marketing firms. There may be other non-profit service-providing community organizations (e.g.,
which give help to newly-arrived immigrants, to job seekers, to elderly or infirm shut-ins) that
could also participate as partners. Internships will involve hands-on development of various skill
sets and academic knowledge, including math, science, technology, engineering, problem
solving, leadership, caregiving, and decision making. Our goal is that all of our students will have
the opportunity to participate in internships with our partners, including community
organizations, businesses, local agencies, as well as our partners in employment sectors such as
health care, hospitality, culinary, retail, digital media, information technology, and construction.
The only limit to choice may be the availability and willingness of partners. Students will report
to their internship on a regular basis, depending on the student’s individual educational plan
(IEP). We will work with community organizations closely to reduce challenges in setting up
internships and employment due to our students’ lack of experience and/or criminal
backgrounds. Each internship program will be matched to each individual student’s interests and
goals. Students will meet frequently with their school advisor, empowerment and health and
wellness support teams, and workplace mentor to complete assignments. Final presentations of
learning – exhibitions (PoLE) will document and support each student’s IEP, learning goals, and
critical reflections about their internship experiences.

Mentorships—E-SToPP High School will develop mentorships that provide a one-to-one
match between each student and a volunteer adult mentor. We will seek mentors who will
commit to work with a student on planned mentorships for at least a year and longer if possible,
hopefully throughout the student’s high school career. E-SToPP High School will also seek
community partnerships that provide mentors (e.g., Big Brothers, Big Sisters; Weed & Seed; PAL;
Family in Distress). All mentors will agree to background checks and parents or guardians will
sign permission letters. Planned mentorships will be conducted during on- or off-campus
internships, vocational or career development programs, planned group mentoring activities,
and family and community outreach and community learning center (CLC) activities. Planned
group mentoring activities will include extra-curricular activities such as team sports, educational
field trips, and college visits. We will model our communication materials to prospective
internship providers and our mentorship and internship guidelines from Life Learning Academy’s
program.
Community Learning Center—Each week night and on designated Saturday, holidays, and
recesses (SHR), students will participate in Community Learning Center activities that augment
their educational and personal goals. Community Learning Center activities will increase
understanding and cross-cultural communication between E-SToPP High School and its
stakeholders. Community Learning Center (community outreach) activities will increase access
to family literacy development (Barclay et al., 2010) and support furtherance of adult education,
gainful employment, and technology / computer skills. The Community Learning Center may
incorporate teacher education and mentoring as appropriate or as needed.
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E-SToPP High School’s “safe haven” reentry educational model is designed to align with our
school’s transformative mission holistically. It will provide equitable treatment, consciousnessraising education, highly supportive teaching, and full-service (wrap-around) attention based on
a continuum of care for our students and their families and communities. The overall goal of ESToPP High School’s educational program is to empower and prepare students (who have a
history of failure with traditional classroom curriculum) to draw connections between core
content in specific academic areas and real-life applications at multiple levels. Our educational
program will incorporate an investigative, hands-on, experiential approach that encourages
students to become critical multicultural problem-solvers and question-finders who can work
effectively in a group setting to complete complex projects. Our teachers will use inquiry-based
critical race pedagogy (Winn, 2011) that engages students in a culturally responsive dialogical
and dialectical learning process, thus enabling teachers to discover what students are thinking
(moment-by-moment) in order to better guide them through the process of learning academic
disciplines (Costa & Kallick, 2009; Ritchart, Church, & Morrison, 2011; Salmon & Pane, in press).
Our educational program will be innovative and invigorating by involving students as citizens in
giving back to their community and family through community-building, community-service, and
social entrepreneurial activities. In return, society will restore authentic opportunities for
students to enter the mainstream academic and employment sectors successfully and
legitimately.
Our equitable comprehensive community-based high school will provide youth who have been
suspended, expelled, or incarcerated (including exceptional education students) with holistic
care, empowering education, sustainability, and social entrepreneurship opportunities. By
addressing academic and social challenges that face our students, we are providing an equitable
chance for them to complete high school and join society as engaged citizens. Our overall goal is
to combine required academic classes that address the above standards with vocationally careeroriented themes and activities to demonstrate the integration of learning required in the real
world. To do this, we must be attuned to our students’ real worlds. Before enrolling at E-SToPP
High School, violence and school failure were a daily part of many of our students’ lives. Most
reside in communities with extremely high incidents of violence against children. This is what
they experience daily. Our overall strategy is to surround students with as many opportunities
as possible to discover the value and success of nonviolence and anti-violent problem solving.
We will provide students with alternatives to violence philosophies across the curriculum—
through critical learning communities. They will be given opportunities to reflect on their own
role in creating and maintaining a nonviolent school culture at E-SToPP High School. Within this
“safe haven” environment, students can focus on learning, growth, and progress in academic and
social areas.
Students will be able to study and convey messages of nonviolence across the curriculum to the
school community and beyond. We will seek opportunities for students to travel to other schools
or further if possible and share with others about being nonviolent student leaders who seek
positive support systems. We will teach civic activism and social entrepreneurship as alternatives
to violence that achieve positive results. We will reinforce these alternatives to violence at school
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and reiterate them outside of school as students participate in the historical and current activities
and problem solving in their community and beyond. Ultimately, we will encourage students’
involvement in their own education and life changes experientially in a critical learning
community that extends beyond the school campus. Our overall research-based goal is that this
type of involvement and learning will (a) engage disconnected youth in their own academic
achievement processes, (b) increase engaged youths’ conceptual understanding of the mandated
standards, and (c) motivate empowered and prepared youth toward their high school
graduation.
Curriculum Plan
E-SToPP High School’s holistic curricula will address and go beyond the required standards at the
time by combining traditional academic classes (based on these standards) with vocationally
career-oriented themes and project-based activities to demonstrate the integration of learning
required in the real world. Students in each Empowerment Team will participate in required
academic subject area courses (Math, Social Studies, Science, English/ESOL), which are organized
around thematic environmental majors (air, earth, fire, water). Thematic environmental majors
will incorporate “green” awareness into our curriculum plan and will stress science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM). Academic classes required for high school graduation in
Miami-Dade County Public Schools will be integrated and augmented with on-site and off-site
vocational, social entrepreneurial, career development, internship and mentorship
opportunities, and project-based lessons. Each student will participate in school-wide thematic
curricula and project-based lessons during his or her entire 4-year high school career at E-SToPP
High School. Required elective courses (Career/Technical Education; Fine Arts, Performing Arts,
Speech, Debate, or Practical Arts (see list of acceptable courses such as horticulture, child
development, animation technology at
http://www.fldoe.org/articulation/CCD/files/PACourses1011.pdf); PE/Health; foreign language)
and community service hours will also be incorporated into the curriculum plan (see M-DCPS
Curriculum Bulletin 2012-2013, p. 6, attached Appendix E, for detailed requirements or at
http://curriculum.dadeschools.net/docs/2012-2013%20CB.pdf).
Students will study academic concepts in the required subject areas for each grade level. Each
student will take traditional academic courses required for high school graduation in Miami-Dade
County Public Schools. All courses will cover Next Generation / Common Core State Standards.
Course material will be integrated into the Empowerment Teams with authentic vocationallyoriented themes and entrepreneurial projects in order to demonstrate the integration of learning
required in the real world. Although components of the core academic curricula are illustrated
linearly in the following chart, curricula overlap and are integrated in practice throughout the
extended school day and school year (for which we will seek additional funding).
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E-SToPP High School
Sample 9th-Grade Core Academic Curriculum Plan
Empowerment Teams
Thematic Environmental Majors: Air, Earth, Fire, Water
Required Math
Courses (4):
Algebra
Geometry
Algebra 2
Trigonometry /
Calculus

Required Social
Studies Courses (3):
World History
US History
Government /
Economics

Required Science
Courses (3):
Earth Science or
Space Science
Biology
Physical Science,
Chemistry, or
Physics

Required English /
ESOL Courses (4):
Composition,
Reading for
Information,
Literature

Required Electives:
Career / Technical
Education (8)
(3 credits in 1
sequential
program)

Project-based
Lessons & Career
Development: (see
sample lesson
plans)

Required
Community
Hours:
Service Learning

Required Electives:
Fine Arts, Performing
Arts, Speech, Debate,
or Practical Arts (1),
Physical Education /
Health Education (1)

Empowerment Teams will integrate thematic environmental majors into our curriculum plan,
based on Life Learning Academy’s model curricula. The four subject area environmental themes
are focused around the elements of air, earth, fire, and water. Within each theme is a set of
vocational and academic activities that lend themselves to green awareness, science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics as well as enterprises, social entrepreneurship, career paths,
courses, and skills. Example (potential) thematic lessons are described below.

Air—The thematic environmental major of air will provide students with opportunities to
(for example, when fully funded) study astronomy in the school’s portable planetarium and have
the opportunity to go on stargazing camping trips outside where they observe the constellations
they studied in the science classroom in the night sky using a high-powered telescope. For
example, Bill Sadowski Park Observatory in South Miami-Dade County offers free star-gazing
programs with telescopes, lectures, slide shows, and more. On the practical side, air can also be
studied in a retail bike shop that is designed, managed and operated by our students. The shop
can provide bike repairs, bike parts, and merchandise to school visitors, neighborhood residents,
and students. The concept for the bike shop will grow out of the school’s bike shop curriculum,
which will be designed by our bike mechanic, math, economics, and English teachers. The English
teacher may help students write newspaper articles as well as letters to various levels of
government to encourage the building of more safe bike paths (e.g., on old railroad tracks on
S.W. 70th Avenue in Miami). An economics teacher could help students consider the costs and
benefits of bringing in a public bicycle rental program akin to those which are popular in Europe
(e.g., London, Barcelona) compared to the Montreal Bixi bicycle version being implemented in
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Toronto, Canada (see http://www.torontolife.com/daily/informer/in-transit/2011/04/26/checkout-bixi-toronto%E2%80%99s-80-downtown-bike-locations-on-one-interactive-map/.
This curriculum will empower students in the learning process through the hands-on study of
bicycle mechanics and community mapping and surveying. A four-to-five week unit may be
developed and carried out by the math department and the bicycle mechanics teacher to
motivate students to draw connections between bikes and high school algebra and geometry and
encourage deep learning of concepts. The curriculum will encourage question-finding, problem
solving, entrepreneurial thinking, teamwork, and completion of complex projects. These skills
are in high demand for 21st century employment. The main objective of the curriculum will be
for students to develop key mathematical concepts (e.g., circles, rates, ratios) and derive
formulas through exploration and experimentation with bicycles. They will be asked to develop
and prove the algebraic relationship between circumference, radius, diameter, and Pi, as well as
demonstrate basic bike maintenance procedures. They will practice appropriate measurement
techniques, conversion skills, and problem solving, as well as other standards-oriented concepts.
They will complete self-assessment learning logs, presentations, posters of data sets, and other
group and individual exhibitions of learning. See attached Appendix F sample lesson plan from
LLA, Integrated Bicycle Mechanics/Mathematics Curriculum or see the complete integrated
bicycle mechanics/mathematics curriculum at
http://www.lifelearningacademysf.org/pdf/curricula/6.2_EarthCurricula_IBMechMath.pdf

Earth—The thematic environmental major of earth will provide opportunities for
students to (for example) spend time working on landscape architecture projects, including the
cultivation of the school’s urban mini-farm that produces much of the fresh vegetables used in
school meals. Earth can also be studied through an integrated neighborhood / economics
curriculum. A child development center on the school campus may result after exploring
economies and business opportunities in their own neighborhoods, based on LLA’s model
curricula. In traditional economics classes, high school students learn micro- and macroeconomics concepts, such as supply, demand, inflation, deflation, market structure and
opportunity cost. These concepts, even though often illustrated in texts with graphs and
mathematical charts, seldom appeal or relate to the experiences of our students. E-SToPP High
School will develop an economics course that addresses the issues faced by our student
population, which calls for an economics curriculum that goes above and beyond the traditional
standards-based approach. The curriculum will connect students to experiences in economics
that are specifically relevant to their multi-ethnic backgrounds. Our students will thrive when
challenged to find connections and examples of economic practices in their communities,
neighborhoods, and homes.
For example, there are many multi-ethnic catering businesses in Miami, given the hugely
successful Cuban cafeterias such as the Juguera Tropical; Bo Legs BBQ ribs near Sunny Isles,
Florida; People’s BBQ off of downtown Miami near Overtown, and Jamaica Kitchen in Southwest
Miami. An example on a smaller scale is a quite successful events-catering project started by
women at the South Asian Women’s Community Centre in Montreal interested in acquiring
economic independence. Called Les Bouchées d’Asie (Asian Bites), this minority women-run
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micro-business would provide mainly South Asian style snack foods at multi-ethnic community
functions at competitive prices. Their success lay in the specialties they offered that were not to
be found on the menus of normal South Asian Restaurants. Hence, this example could serve to
illustrate to our students the power of a niche market being captured by a sub-section of a nonmainstream ethnic group.
Using textbooks, trade books, and student-focused, teacher-designed projects that are relevant
to diverse backgrounds, students will engage more in the economics curriculum, ultimately
supporting their acquisition of key concepts more completely and creating an understanding of
economic principles that promotes engaged citizenship for students of all backgrounds. Students
will investigate their own role in the economics system through examination of primary
documents and examples from their own communities, paying particular attention to companies
run by minorities and low-income populations; they examine how marketing relates to their own
purchasing choices, trace the supply origins of these products and develop an understanding of
students’ impact in the global market place. Students’ study of the implications of being in the
labor force and how to build ownership of their own financial future will be challenged by utilizing
students’ risk-taking abilities to unlock their entrepreneurial creativity. Given the economic
recession, students may also want to consider alternative economies such as bartering of
products and services after viewing this useful video from Ottawa, Canada about trade exchanges
(see http://www.ottawabarter.com/).
In the entrepreneurial unit, which will be tailored from the National Foundation for Teaching
Entrepreneurship’s (NFTE; see http://www.nfte.com/get-involved/start) curriculum designed
especially for young people from low-income communities to meet the needs of our multi-ethnic
learners, our students will develop realistic entrepreneurial business plans (e.g., opening a child
development center). Using this innovative NFTE curriculum as a starting point, E-SToPP High
School will customize a unique entrepreneurial curriculum to better meet the needs of our
student body. Students will explore businesses in their own communities and seek out business
ideas that meet needs in their own neighborhoods (e.g., need for a child development center so
teenage parents can attend school themselves). Through these various economic units and
explorations, our students will build a sense of pride in their unique experiences and learn to use
their economic skills to build both healthy financial futures and entrepreneurial ventures relevant
to their diverse backgrounds. Other concepts related to Career Planning, Personal Finance, Small
Business, Media and Marketing, Labor Market, and World Market will be incorporated into these
curricula. See attached Appendix G sample lesson plan from LLA, Economics in the Local,
National, and Global Communities, or view the complete project-based curriculum at
http://www.lifelearningacademysf.org/pdf/curricula/Economic_Curriculum.pdf.

Fire—The thematic environmental major of fire will provide opportunities for students to
study the past, current, and future technological uses of fire or learn fire science and apply it to
culinary arts. In English class, students will examine the mythological and symbolic uses of fire in
world literature. On the practical side, a school-neighborhood Café may arise as a multidisciplinary school-based enterprise that provides a unique setting for academic learning,
vocational training, and personal development. Students will take English, culinary arts, and
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small business development classes while simultaneously operating and managing the schoolneighborhood Café. Students will write resumes, menus, and food reviews; maintain café
balance sheets and develop marketing strategies; and prepare café food and recipes for daily
specials. Weekly staff meetings will encourage collective decision-making and discussion of ideas
and issues about the school-neighborhood Café. Student portfolios may highlight learning in all
of the program areas from the Café enterprise.
Overall, the Café enterprise will provide real work experience in a supportive learning
environment. Students will develop cooking and food preparation techniques in addition to
customer service skills that can translate to any future pursuit. The Café enterprise will help to
bridge the gap between school and work by teaching real world application of academic subjects
and providing authentic job skills training. For example, 9 th-grade students will participate in
small business operation and development curricula, designed to give the students a basic
knowledge of business, including the principle of entrepreneurship and introductory business
vocabulary, as well as provide real experience operating and managing a Café. Through a
combination of classroom activities and running the school Café, students will develop a basic
understanding of business financials, marketing, and customer service that can be applied to
their futures in the work force. We will also add in the concept of social entrepreneurship to
augment the mission and vision of E-SToPP High School.
Small business management and entrepreneurship lessons and models for the Café (and other
enterprise) curricula will be based on the National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship
(NFTE) curriculum, “How to Start & Operate a Small Business.” During classroom instruction, the
NFTE text and workbook will be supplemented with unique assignments that are specific to the
school Café and emergent social entrepreneurial projects. Experiential lessons on how to
operate the Café will occur mainly at the Café during Café hours of operation and when the Café
is closed for training purposes.
Tangents from the Café enterprise may result in students deciding to design and create an organic
garden in E-SToPP’s schoolyard. When fully funded, students will be encouraged to plan, write
grants, or conduct fundraising to pursue their garden project goals—a prime example of
transformative literacy education. The garden can feature a variety of produce, an outdoor
classroom, and native plant species. It may be an Empowerment Team’s group effort, with
students, teachers and volunteers working side-by-side to build garden beds and a greenhouse
and to plant and maintain crops. Our biology, math, economics and culinary arts teachers will
collaborate to develop a hands-on garden curriculum that teaches students about origins of food,
food production, and nutrition. For example, students will learn about balancing healthy diets,
which leads to the study of biochemistry. They may study First Lady Michelle Obama’s National
School Lunch Program healthy guidelines and learn to plan a meal for diabetics. Crops will be
used in the school’s culinary arts program and student-run café, and our students will develop
this Café enterprise to include the service of providing organic produce to community residents
or prison inmates, who do not have any local (or institutional) access to fresh produce. As social
entrepreneurs, students may possibly incorporate a “Meals on Wheels” component to deliver
produce and/or prepared food from the café to shut-in community residents. See attached
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Appendix H sample lesson plan from LLA, Culinary Arts: Investigating the Origins of Food or view
the complete project-based curriculum at
http://www.lifelearningacademysf.org/pdf/curricula/3.1_MultiracialCurricula_CulinaryArts.pdf.

Water—The thematic environmental major of water will provide opportunities for
students to participate in swim class, sailing team-building activities, study marine biology and
oceanography, or examine the importance of water to Florida’s development. It might be
possible to establish links with deep sea fishing boat owners so that students could apprentice in
catching fish (e.g., Haulover Marina). Learning about manipulating the fishing pole and line could
lead into physics lessons on angles and trajectories. On the practical side, a boat-building
enterprise will integrate water into various classes and projects-based lessons. Empowerment
Teams could search the Internet for available unique instructors, internships, and/or coursework
that address their interests and needs in this career path. For example, see the following links:
http://www.manateetechnicalinstitute.org/Boatbuilding/about.html
http://boatdesign.net/web/schools.htm
An example of this curriculum will be a team teaching effort between an English teacher, a
carpentry/shop instructor, and a physical education instructor. During the 4-month course,
students will journey out into one of Miami’s many waterways, build a triple osprey wooden
kayak, and learn to explore, navigate and discover the world outside of themselves. Students will
learn to build and maneuver their own kayak, based on construction lesson plans and materials
required for kayak construction. The construction process will require up to 60 hours of class
time. Construction lesson plans will be developed with the construction instructor. To increase
funding for these projects, empowerment teams can develop local partnerships with Home
Depot or other stores that cater to builders. Home Depot may donate building supplies if
students commit to providing presentations to the public during store hours on what they have
learned—an example of social entrepreneurship that illustrates community-school partnerships.
Students will explore themes of discovery, adventure, exploration, and resilience as they study
and experience calm and turbulent, literal and metaphoric waters. They will read about rivers,
oceans, and the sea as metaphors for life. Students will also journey inward, discovering
themselves, their courage and resiliency, and their abilities to seek opportunities in every
obstacle. Students will read multicultural stories, poems, and books about people who have
overcome various challenges and obstacles with determination, steering a course for personal
victories. For example, students could read a selection from any one of Jack London’s various
sailor stories to represent an all-American historical water experience. Students could also read
the script, listen to the music, and ultimately attend the musical, “Big River,” a play based on
Mark Twain’s 1884 novel, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Reflective essays and skits relevant to
the literature (e.g., survival, slavery) will be written and performed in PoLE, in Reading Writing
Workshop Reader’s Theater, and/or during Theater of the Oppressed scenarios. See entire
lesson plan from LLA, World Literature and Boat Building or view the complete project-based
curriculum at
http://www.lifelearningacademysf.org/pdf/curricula/7.2_WaterCurricula_WorldLitandBoatBuil
ding.pdf .
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Community/Civic Engagement Hours—Community/civic engagement hours (per MiamiDade County Public Schools) will be integrated as transformative service learning activities
and/or social entrepreneurial projects across the curriculum, which is a fundamental part of the
school culture at E-SToPP High School. Students will be actively encouraged to help one other in
the critical learning community of Empowerment Teams. Service to others underlies our critical
race pedagogy, as well as our unique student-centered governance system, in which students act
as advisors and mentors for their peers. Transformative service learning/social entrepreneurship
will increase our students’ understanding of the meaning of service by creating opportunities for
them to serve people outside the circle of their peers for the good of society. By integrating
service-learning/social entrepreneurial projects into the curriculum of all academic classes, we
will be developing ways for students to be able to share with and teach others what they have
learned through their studies. For example, students may write plays during English class and
perform them for youth in homeless shelters. Students involved in an Empowerment Team
gardening project may take baskets of fresh produce to the children at a local daycare center.
They may put on a cooking show for the elderly in a local nursing home. They may paint or draw
at large easels as customers enjoy their meals in the school-neighborhood Café.
English classes may lead a semester-long service-learning and/or social entrepreneurial project
modeling positive reading practices and positive eating choices for children from the school
daycare center. Our students will learn to review data outlining the importance of reading in
early childhood education and study strategies for encouraging early literacy behaviors in young
children including book handling, recognition of imagery and text, story comprehension, and
independent storytelling. Our students will lead reading sessions with small groups of the
preschoolers (many their own children in the school’s childhood development center), focusing
their reading selections on books about fruits, vegetables, and healthy food habits. Before and
after each reading session, our students will reflect on their preparation, and then, their
performance as reading role models, in addition to the early literacy progress they will observe
in the preschool children. Since these preschoolers may be their own, their parenting skills will
be addressed and increased simultaneously—a transformative literacy experience.
Biology, gardening, and culinary arts classes may collaborate to provide families from their
community who are in-need of fresh food. Baskets of locally grown organic produce (either from
the school garden or local farms who become our partners in the future) will be assembled. Each
basket may also contain fresh foods donated by community partners. This service may grow to
include innovative service projects, including a regular fresh produce delivery service throughout
the year, to strengthen the local food system and increase healthy eating habits. This civic action
plan will help students realize their ability to provide for a need in the community. In turn, the
residents or prisoners will develop a deep appreciation for the students’ civic and community
service.
Research-based Transformative Curriculum
E-SToPP High School’s research base for our transformative holistic curriculum stems from a
critical theory perspective on social class, race, gender, teaching, learning, and classroom
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management. Our overall holistic approach to curriculum (explained and cited throughout this
application) is based on but not limited to the following overlapping bodies of research:
 School Discipline and Policy Research
 Juvenile Justice Continuum of Care Research
 Small Critical Community Schools Research
 Community Learning Centres (CLC) Research
 National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) literacy education research
 International Literacy Association (ILA) reading education research
 Life Learning Academy’s Project-based Curricula
 Rethinking Schools, Teaching for Tolerance, Howard Zinn’s People’s History, Boal’s
Theatre of the Oppressed and other Social Justice Curricula
 Classroom Discourse Research
 Visible Thinking, Teaching for Understanding, Habits of Mind
 Culturally Responsive Teaching as the Best Classroom Management
 Transformative Urban Education
 Critical Sociocultural Perspectives on Teaching, Learning, & Classroom Management
 Critical Multicultural Literacies, Critical (Race) Pedagogy, & Empowering Education across
contexts and content areas
 Project-based, Experiential Learning
 National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE)
 Transformative Literacy Education
 Social Entrepreneur Research
 Critical Service Learning Research
 Multi-systemic Therapy (MST)
 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)
 Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT)
 Attachment, Self-Regulation, and Competency (ARC)
 Multicultural trade books integrated into Reading Writing Workshops
 Critical readings of Florida’s state-adopted content area textbooks
 Critical readings of district programming
This research base prioritizes critical race sociocultural theory and views of pedagogy and praxis
that empower and prepare youth to be successful critical learning community members in their
peer group, family, school, community, and society. During PD, PLC, and lesson planning periods,
expert academic professionals and teachers in their content areas will work together in teams to
develop curricula that can be used in the school’s Empowerment Teams. Teachers will learn to
guide students in creating their own curricula, enterprises, and/or social entrepreneurial
projects. Our curricula will build on students’ interests, strengths, and cultural practices and
backgrounds rather than focus on their problems to teach them how to be successful in
mainstream society. Curricula will combine traditional academic classes with vocationally
oriented themes and activities to demonstrate the integration of learning required in the real
world. We will integrate school district required traditional academic courses, nontraditional
academic electives, as well as sophisticated social, vocational, critical learning community, and
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health and wellness skills and project-based experiential opportunities through culturally
specific, critical multicultural, and culturally relevant participation-centered learning to mirror
the real world. Valid and affirming social justice curricula will focus on our students’ ethnic
identities and their historical, cultural, and socio-political condition.
Initially, E-SToPP High School teachers will model their lesson plans after Life Learning Academy’s
replicable curriculum and lesson plan formats, using Florida’s state-adopted content area
textbooks. The formats will include specific academic goals, the overall timing and pace of the
project, and specific Next Generation Sunshine State Standards or Common Core State Standards
that will be addressed and developed through the activities in the lesson. A rationale and history
of the project’s development will be included to provide insight about the teachers’ perspective
and reasoning behind the design of the lesson. The lesson plan will also provide specific physical
or thinking rituals and routines for integration and documentation into a particular
Empowerment Team. Each lesson plan will also illustrate how to ensure implementation in a
classroom or nontraditional area, such as in the garden. Finally, the lesson plan will address time
period, sequence, preparation, materials, and assessments with appropriate accommodations.
E-SToPP High School will publish original curricula on our website as we develop it for open
access, collaboration, transparency, and accountability to the public as well as our stakeholders.
Transformative literacy (Freire, 2000) is the research base for E-SToPP High School’s reading
program. Our Freirean-inspired reading program is designed to lift students’ spirits, minds,
identities, and bodies while simultaneously developing 21st century literacies and 21st century
citizens. According to National Council for Teachers of English (NCTE)’s Position Statement on
the definition of 21st century literacies:
literacy has always been a collection of cultural and communicative practices shared among
members of particular groups. As society and technology change, so does literacy. Because
technology has increased the intensity and complexity of literate environments, the twentyfirst century demands that a literate person possess a wide range of abilities and
competencies, many literacies. These literacies—from reading online newspapers to
participating in virtual classrooms—are multiple, dynamic, malleable, and cross-curricular. As
in the past, they are inextricably linked with particular histories, life possibilities and social
trajectories of individuals and groups. Twenty-first century readers and writers need to
 Develop proficiency with the tools of technology;
 Build relationships with others to pose and solve problems collaboratively and crossculturally;
 Design and share information for global communities to meet a variety of purposes;
 Manage, analyze and synthesize multiple streams of simultaneous information;
 Create, critique, analyze, and evaluate multi-media texts; and
 Attend to the ethical responsibilities required by these complex environments (NCTE,
2012; see http://www.ncte.org/positions/statements/21stcentdefinition.
Additionally, the International Literacy Association Adolescent Literacy states that the 21st
century has brought with it a
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tremendous evolution in how adolescents engage with text. As adolescents prepare to
become productive citizens, they must be able to comprehend and construct information
using print and nonprint materials in fixed and virtual platforms across disciplines. The
International LIteracy Association offers this updated position statement as a guide for
supporting adolescents’ ongoing literacy development. The Association believes that
adolescents deserve
 Content area teachers who provide instruction in the multiple literacy strategies needed
to meet the demands of the specific discipline;
 A culture of literacy in their schools with a systematic and comprehensive programmatic
approach to increasing literacy achievement for all;
 Access to and instruction with multimodal, multiple texts;
 Differentiated literacy instruction specific to their individual needs;
 Opportunities to participate in oral communication when they engage in literacy
activities;
 Opportunities to use literacy in the pursuit of civic engagement;
 Assessments that highlight their strengths and challenges; and
 Access to a wide variety of print and nonprint materials (ILA, 2012; see
http://www.reading.org/General/AboutILA/PositionStatements/AdolescentLitPosition.a
spx)
Transformative literacy will provide hope for a new life in a consciousness-building environment
while developing 21st century literacies. In transformative literacy, students learn while doing
holistically—beginning with dialogue, reading, and writing about their experiences. Students will
learn to read, write, and study experientially in critical learning communities. Critical learning
communities will be integrated throughout every facet of our educational plan. They look like
hubs of activity, such as a multicultural reading-writing workshop (across the curriculum and
content areas, transformative service learning project, visual and performing arts studio, or
digital arts and social media journalism enterprise in a state-of-the-art computer lab.
Transformative literacy learning will permeate all curricula, exhibitions, internships, enterprises,
activities, clubs, and projects. It will empower all students, particularly those who are low
performing readers and writers to become engaged in critical literacy skills (Stevens & Bean,
2007). Critical literacy skills involve reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, researching,
and documenting of meaningful topics and thematic studies.
In transformative literacy, students who are just beginning or still developing their reading and
writing skills will be mentored by adults and other students who are expert readers and writers
during authentic projects. This practice supports our belief that everyone teaches, everyone
learns in critical learning communities. For example, one Empowerment Team may set up a
multicultural children’s literature center in the child development center on campus. Students
will learn to read the children’s books while writing and publishing their own, based on their
experiences, during Reading Writing Workshops. Then, students may read the books to children
in the child development center, modeling aspects of Reading Writing Workshop. This may lead
to rereading, writing original scripts, designing costumes, performing skits, drawing up
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architectural plans, building the stage for a dramatic production, and publishing articles about
what they learned during the process in the school newspaper. Transformative literacy projects
will arise from these real world experiences. As a result of deep engagement, authentic reading
and writing, and understanding academic concepts through continuous caring, normal nurturing
real-life projects, our students will be much more likely to want to read, stay in school, and
ultimately pass school district-mandated courses and tests, based on Next Generation Sunshine
State Standards or Common Core State Standards.
Prior to and after being hired (or begin volunteering and mentoring) on a regular basis, all of our
teachers, staff, mentors, volunteers, and administrators will engage in E-SToPP’s PD that
encourages their understanding and growth in transformative literacy pedagogy. Resources and
formats for E-SToPP’s PD include but are not limited to Grow Your Own Teachers Initiative; NCTE
professional book club; study your own school research; Professional Learning Communities; and
Habits of Mind, Visible Thinking, Thinking Routines—see Letter of Support, Appendix B). As part
of their schedule, our teachers will be given time to develop transformative literacy projects and
relationships with students and their families during Empowerment Team projects. Teachers will
also communicate with various businesses, professionals, universities, colleges, and
organizations to enable their Empowerment Team students’ successful participation in
internships related to their high-school majors. Such relationships go hand-in-hand with our
reading curriculum, which is based first on teachers knowing and understanding their own and
their students’ life experiences. Since our school encourages transformative literacy and all other
learning opportunities in critical learning communities that thrive on students’ and teachers’
innovative ideas, students will be more likely to accomplish many real-life learning projects.
Projects will range to meet beginning-through-advanced readers’ needs and interests by how we
have set up our educational and curriculum plans. For example, some students will be reading
and writing children’s literature so that they can teach young children how to read, think about
underlying meanings, and dramatize stories they have read during Reading Writing Workshop.
Other students will be reading and analyzing requests for proposals and in turn, writing proposals
to request additional funding and hands-on direction from community business partner local
construction companies, to (for example) help them build state-of-the art computer labs,
performing arts theaters, journalism work rooms, innovative classrooms, and open areas for
community and other meetings from scratch. Transformative literacy transcends all subject
areas, literacies, themes, and visual/performative learning at E-SToPP High School. For example,
reading in the science fields may involve critical reading that stimulates visual/iconic learners to
read using serious web sites like the National Institute of Health (http://www.nih.gov/) in
conjunction with serious educational video sites (e.g., http://www.billnye.com/for-kidsteachers/ and http://www.khanacademy.org/). That is, all teachers/staff are transformative
reading/literacy educators. This is real world transformative literacy learning and collaboration
that motivates people of all ages, all levels of learning, and all walks of life to develop hope for a
new life, work with others, believe in themselves, and make long-lasting changes.
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